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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
The Utah Court of Appeals has appellate jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to 
Utah Code Ann. § 78A-4-103(2)(j). 
ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 
1. Did the District Court err by failing to recognize that Utah law precludes non-unit 
owners from owning a portion of the condominium project's common area and 
requires that appellants, as condominium unit owners, own the condominium 
common area? 
A district court's grant of summary judgment is reviewed for correctness. See 
Harvey v. Cedar Hills City, 210 UT 12 ^  10. A district court's interpretation of a statute 
is reviewed for correctness. See O'Dea v. Olea, 2009 UT 46 j^ 15. This issue was raised 
below. See Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment 
and in Support of Plaintiffs' Cross Motion for Partial Summary Judgment at 1-4 
[R. 526-529]; Reply Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs' Cross Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment at 3-6 [R. 745-748]. 
2. Did the District Court err in determining that the Spinnaker Point Condominium 
Amended Declaration and Amended Plat do not require ownership of Lot 2 to 
remain with the owners of the condominium project on Lot 2? 
A district court's grant of summary judgment is reviewed for correctness. See 
Harvey v. Cedar Hills City, 210 UT 12 TJ10. A district court's interpretation of a statute is 
reviewed for correctness. See O'Dea v. Olea, 2009 UT 46 «f 15. This issue was raised 
below. See Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment 
and in Support of Plaintiffs' Cross Motion for Partial Summary Judgment at 1-4 
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[R. 526-529]; Reply Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs' Cross Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment at 3-6 [R. 745-748]. 
DETERMINATIVE STATUTES 
The provisions of Utah Code Ann. § 57-8-1, et seq., specifically Utah Code Ann. 
§ 57-8-7(2) (2010) limits ownership of common areas in facilities to condominium unit 
owners and the condominium act does not provide for ownership of common areas in 
facilities to the extent that they are not appurtenant to the unit. For a condominium unit 
to exist, "it must be within a physically enclosed space." Country Oaks Condominium 
Management Committee v. Jones, 851 P.2d 640, 642 (Utah 1993). 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
NATURE OF THE CASE 
This is an appeal from the Order on Motions for Summary Judgment entered on 
December 22, 2009 in the First Judicial District Court for Rich County. [R. 956-959.] 
The plaintiffs/appellants B. Investment LC and Michelle Whitt Ortega, Trustee of the 
Michelle Whitt Ortega Family Trust (the "Condo Owners") filed this action seeking a 
determination that the defendants/appellees (the "Lot Owners") do not own fee title to the 
"Limited Common Area" located within the condominium project on Lot 2 of the 
Spinnaker Point Subdivision/Condominium Project. The Condo Owners are the owners 
of condominium units 1, 2, and 3 on Lot 2 of the Spinnaker Point 
Subdivision/Condominium Amended Plat (the "Amended Plat"). The condominium 
project on Lot 2 is located on the shore of Bear Lake and was originally created by a 
condominium declaration and record of survey recorded in 1984. In 2001, an amended 
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declaration for Spinnaker Point, a Utah subdivision/condominium project (the "Amended 
Declaration") was recorded in Rich County along with the Amended Plat. The Amended 
Plat and Amended Declaration removed from the condominium project a portion of the 
property shown on the original record of survey plat and subdivided the removed 
property into four single family lots. The Amended Plat shows "Limited Common Area" 
on Lot 2 to provide access to and use of the beach for the owners of single family lots and 
explicitly indicates the ownership of the limited common area remains with the Lot 2 
Condo Owners. 
Contrary to the clear language of the Amended Plat and Amended Declaration, the 
District Court erroneously ruled that the Lot Owners own fractional fee interests in the 
Lot 2 condominium project's Limited Common Area and, as a result, can prevent the 
Condo Owners from landscaping that portion of Lot 2 or otherwise enjoying the normal 
incidents of fee ownership of Lot 2. 
COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS AND DISPOSITION BELOW 
The Condo Owners and the Lot Owners each filed cross motions for summary 
judgment seeking a determination of ownership with regard to the Limited Common Area 
shown on Lot 2 of the Amended Plat. The cross motions were argued before the District 
Court on June 23, 2009. On December 22, 2009, the District Court entered an Order on 
Motions for Summary Judgment granting the Lot Owners' motion for summary judgment 
and denying the Condo Owners' motion for partial summary judgment. A copy of the 
Order on Motions for Summary Judgment is attached hereto in Appendix A [R. 956-959]. 
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The District Court ruled on summary judgment that the area designated "Limited 
Common Ownership Area" illustrated on the Amended Plat by a Crosshatch pattern is 
owned in fee simple by both the Condo Owners and the Lot Owners as tenants in 
common in equal undivided shares of 14.286%. [R. 957-958.] The order further 
enjoined the Condo Owners from, among other things, "modifying, restricting access to, 
or otherwise impeding or interfering with defendants' [the Lot Owners'] unrestricted use 
and enjoyment of the limited common area," giving full ownership rights to the Lot 
Owners, and further determined that the Limited Common Area is "held in tenancy in 
common with all lot owners, and is therefore subject to regulation and control as 
provided in the amended declaration." [R. 958.] Finally, the order declared that "all uses 
and modifications of the Limited Common Area are to be determined by the Management 
Committee," thereby depriving the Condo Owners of the possession and use of a 
substantial area of property included within the Lot 2 condominium project. [R. 958.] 
The District Court's decision was largely based on the inadmissible and contradictory 
deposition testimony of Cathy O. Anderson, one of the Lot Owners. [R. 982 at p. 37, 
lines 12-17.] The order was certified as a final judgment pursuant to Rule 54(b) of the 
Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. The appellants timely filed their Notice of Appeal on 
January 18, 2010. [R. 962-963.] 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
Plaintiff/appellant B. Investment LC is the owner of condominium unit numbers 2 
and 3 located within the Spinnaker Point Subdivision/Condominium Amended Plat. 
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[R. 522, 635.] Plaintiff/appellant Michelle Whitt Ortega, Trustee of the Michelle Whitt 
Ortega Family Trust, is the owner of condominium unit number 1 within the Spinnaker 
Point Subdivision/Condominium Amended Plat. [R. 523, 645.] The 
defendants/appellees are the owners of single family lots 1, 3, 4, and 5 located within the 
Spinnaker Point Subdivision/Condominium Amended Plat. [R. 523.] 
The condominium project on Lot 2 is located on the shore of Bear Lake and was 
originally created by a condominium declaration for Spinnaker Point and a record of 
survey map of Spinnaker Point Phase 1, both recorded at the Rich County Recorders 
office on August 27, 1984. [R. 523, 536-581, 582-584.] The original Spinnaker Point 
Phase 1 record of survey map indicated that six condominium units were to be created in 
the first phase of the project, with the rest of the property shown on the plat as a "Possible 
Expansion Area." [R. 582.] A copy of the original Spinnaker Point Phase 1 record of 
survey map is attached hereto as Appendix B. 
Subsequent to the creation of the original Spinnaker Point Condominium project, all 
of the property within the original plat, including the area reserved for possible future 
expansion, was conveyed to Donald J. Anderson and Cathy O. Anderson. [R. 310.] The 
Andersons decided upon a different development scheme than had originally been 
contemplated by the record of survey map of Spinnaker Point Phase 1 and the 
condominium declaration for Spinnaker Point. Rather than completing and expanding 
the existing condominium units, the Andersons created a hybrid project that included 
both condominiums and single family lots. On September 17, 2001, the Andersons 
recorded the Spinnaker Point Subdivision/Condominium Amended Plat (the "Amended 
5 Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
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Plat") and an Amended Declaration for Spinnaker Point, a subdivision/condominium 
project (the "Amended Declaration"). [R. 524, 585, 586-623.] A copy of the Amended 
Plat is attached hereto as Appendix C. A copy of the Amended Declaration is attached 
hereto as Appendix D. 
Pursuant to the Amended Plat and the Amended Declaration, the condominium 
building on Lot 2 and other improvements constructed thereon were made subject to the 
provisions of the Utah Condominium Ownership Act as a condominium project, and Lots 
1, 3, 4, and 5 were converted to single family dwellings. [See Amended Declaration p. 1; 
R. 586.] Because the condominium project located on Lot 2 had beach front access, the 
Amended Plat and the Amended Declaration provided for a right of access over Lot 2 in 
favor of the single family dwelling owners. Article II, paragraph 2(p) of the Amended 
Declaration provides as follows: 
The Limited Common Area designated on the Plat Map by a "Cross 
Hatched" pattern, shall be reserved for use by all owner of Lots and Units for 
access to and from the lake and beach, and lake front recreation, but not for 
parking. 
[Amended Declaration Art. II ^ 2(p); R. 598-590.] The Amended Plat, in turn, indicates 
a crosshatched area on Lot 2 as a "Limited Common Area," and the Amended Plat 
provides, "Limited Common Ownership on this plat denotes access to and use of 
common area at beach. Ownership of this limited common area remains with Lot 2." 
[Amended Plat (emphasis added); R. 585.] 
As specified by the Amended Plat, Garden City's subdivision ordinance required a 
ten foot side yard setback between the existing condominium units on the Lot 2 
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condominium project and the adjacent Lot 3. [R. 585, 756-765.] To maintain this side 
yard setback, it was necessary for the ownership of Lot 2, including the Limited Common 
Area, to remain with the Lot 2 condominium project. Note 4 on the Amended Plat 
specifically provides that "ownership of this Limited Common Area remains with Lot 2," 
or otherwise the side yard setback requirement would not have been met. [R. 585.] 
The Condo Owners, as the owners of the condominium project located on Lot 2, 
desire to make landscaping improvements and to fence their lot in a way that would not 
impair the Lot Owners1 right of access to and from the beach over the Limited Common 
Area on Lot 2. [R. 638.] The Condo Owners simply want the same rights that the Lot 
Owners have to landscape and enjoy the incidents of ownership of their lots. The Lot 
Owners, however, claimed that they did not merely have a right of access to and from the 
beach over the Limited Common Area, but rather owned undivided interests in fee title to 
the Limited Common Area and, through their majority control of the management 
committee, could thereby control and prevent the Condo Owners from landscaping, 
installing sprinklers, or making any other improvements to this area of the condominium 
project located on Lot 2 and could enjoy full ownership rights without restriction. 
[R. 519-522, 634-643.] Because of this fundamental dispute over ownership and control 
of the Limited Common Area located on Lot 2, the Condo Owners brought this action 
seeking a determination from the court that all of Lot 2 is owned by the Condo Owners in 
the condominium project, subject to the Lot Owners' right of access over the Limited 
Common Area to and use of the beach. 
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
The District Court erroneously concluded that the Lot Owners own fractional fee 
ownership interests in the Limited Common Area located on the Lot 2 condominium 
project. The District Court's decision is directly contrary to the Utah Condominium 
Ownership Act, the plain language of the Amended Plat and Amended Declaration, and 
was based on inadmissible and contradictory deposition testimony. The District Court's 
grant of summary judgment in favor of the Lot Owners should be reversed and remanded 
with instructions to grant judgment in favor of the appellant Condo Owners determining 
that they are the sole owners of fee title to all of Lot 2 and are entitled to the exclusive 
use and possession of all of Lot 2 subject only to the Lot Owners' right to use the Limited 
Common Area for access to and use of the beach. 
First, Utah law precludes the Lot Owners, who do not own a condominium unit, 
from owing a portion of the condominium project's common area and requires that the 
condominium project's common area be owned by the condominium owners. Because 
the single family lots are not units in a condominium project, their owners are precluded 
by the Utah Condominium Ownership Act, including Utah Code Ann. § 57-8-7(2) (2010) 
from owning any portion of the condominium project. Under the Utah Condominium 
Ownership Act, ownership in the common areas is limited to the owners of a "unit" 
which is specifically limited and defined to be an enclosed space. The single family lots 
are not within a physically enclosed space and cannot be units under Utah law. Indeed, 
fee title to all of Lot 2 passed to the owners of the Lot 2 condominium units at the time 
the property was submitted to the Utah Condominium Ownership Act. 
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Second, the plain language of the Amended Declaration and Amended Plat require 
that fee ownership of the Limited Common Area on Lot 2 must stay solely with the Lot 2 
condominium owners. The Amended Plat unambiguously and clearly states "ownership 
of this Limited Common Area remains with Lot 2." It also states "Limited Common 
Ownership on this Plat denotes access to and use of common area at beach." The 
Amended Declaration does not change or alter the ownership of Lot 2. Rather it defines 
that the interest of the Lot Owners is limited to the right of access to and use of the beach, 
shared equally among both the Lot Owners and the Condo Owners. Construing the 
declaration as somehow changing the Amended Plat's ownership requirement that 
ownership of Lot 2 remains with the Lot 2 owners, would destroy the setback required by 
Garden City as a condition to the plat's approval and result in an unlawful amendment to 
the plat. 
ARGUMENT 
I. UTAH LAW PRECLUDES THE LOT OWNERS FROM OWING A PORTION 
OF THE CONDOMINIUM PROJECT'S COMMON AREA AND REQUIRES 
THAT THE CONDO OWNERS OWN THE CONDOMINIUM COMMON AREA. 
The Amended Plat and Amended Declaration removed from the condominium 
project located on Lot 2, the "Future Expansion Area" that was shown on the original 
Spinnaker Point Phase 1 plat and changed the previously unplatted area into single family 
residential lots. The result was a self-contained condominium project on Lot 2 of the 
Amended Plat, combined with a platted residential subdivision consisting of four single 
family lots. As shown on the Amended Plat (Appendix C), the single family lots and the 
condominium project share an access road. The plat also shows a "Limited Common 
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Area" on the Lot 2 condominium project, but specifically provides that "Limited 
Common Ownership on this plat denotes access to and use of common area at beach. 
Ownership of this Limited Common Area remains with Lot 2." [Amended Plat 
(emphasis added) (Appendix C); R. 585.] The Amended Plat's clear differentiation that 
the "Limited Common Area" denotes access to and from the beach, while ownership of 
all of Lot 2 remains with the Lot 2 condominium project, is consistent with and required 
by Utah's Condominium Ownership Act. 
The provisions of Utah Code Ann. § 57-8-1, et. seg., (the "Condominium 
Ownership Act") control the creation and status of condominium projects in Utah. 
Condominium projects are created when property is submitted to the Condominium 
Ownership Act by recording both a plat and a declaration, thereby creating units that can 
be independently owned and conveyed along with each unit's undivided appurtenant 
interest in the remainder of the property submitted to the Condominium Ownership Act. 
In this case, the condominium project was created in 1984 with the recording of the 
original declaration and record of survey plat. In 2001, the property was subdivided into 
five lots. Lot 2 and the three condominium units located on Lot 2 remained submitted to 
the Condominium Ownership Act. Lots 1, 3, 4, and 5 were withdrawn from the 
condominium project as single family lots, not condominiums. The owners of the single 
family lots 1, 3, 4, and 5 on the Amended Plat are not condominium unit owners under 
the Condominium Ownership Act and, therefore, cannot own any portion of Lot 2 as a 
matter of law. 
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A. Under Utah Law, Single Family Lots 1,3,4, and 5 on the Amended Plat are not 
"Units" in a Condominium Project and, therefore, the Lot Owners Cannot Own any 
Part of the Condominium Project's Common Area. 
The Condominium Ownership Act defines "common areas and facilities" to include 
"the land included within the condominium project, whether leasehold or in fee 
simple...." Utah Code Ann. § 57-8-3(4)(a) (2010). The Amended Declaration defines 
common areas and facilities in a manner consistent with the Condominium Ownership 
Act and specifically states that "common areas and facilities" refers to "[tjhose areas 
specifically set forth and designated in the [Amended Plat] as Common Area or Limited 
Common Area.. . ." [Amended Declaration Art. II, section 2(n)(4) (Appendix D); 
R. 589.] Given the foregoing, all of the common area on Lot 2, including the Limited 
Common Area, is part of the "common areas and facilities" under both the Amended 
Declaration and the Condominium Ownership Act. 
Under the Condominium Ownership Act, "each unit owner shall be entitled to an 
undivided interest in the common areas and facilities in the percentage or fraction 
expressed in the declaration." Utah Code Ann. § 57-8-7(2) (2010) (emphasis added). 
The Condominium Ownership Act does not provide for ownership of common areas and 
facilities to the extent that they are not appurtenant to a unit. Parties that do not own 
units under the Condominium Ownership Act, therefore, cannot own a percentage 
interest in the common areas and facilities. In Country Oaks Condominium Management 
Committee v. Jones, 851 P.2d 640, 641 (Utah 1993), the Utah Supreme Court determined 
that undeveloped parcels of land within a condominium project were not units under the 
condominium act because there was no physical way to exercise exclusive control over 
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the space. The Country Oaks court held that in order for a unit in a condominium project 
to exist, "it must be within a physically enclosed space." Id. at 642. Indeed, the Country 
Oaks court cited the following provision from the Condominium Ownership Act in 
support of its conclusion that the declaration in that case could not be read to allow a unit 
to exist in an open lot: 
"Condominium unit" means a unit together with the undivided interest in the 
common areas and facilities appertaining to that unit. Any reference in this 
chapter to a condominium unit includes both a physical unit together with its 
appurtenant undivided interest in the common areas and facilities.... 
Country Oaks, 851 P.2d at 642 (emphasis in original, citing Utah Code Ann. § 57-8-3(8) 
[now Utah Code Ann. § 57-8-3(10)]). Consequently, the Condominium Ownership Act 
prohibits the appellees/Lot Owners from owning the common areas and facilities in the 
Lot 2 condominium project. The single family lots 1,3,4, and 5 on the Amended Plat 
are not located within a physically enclosed space and cannot be units under Utah law. 
Because the lots are not "units" under Utah law, the District Court erred in determining 
that the Lot Owners are tenants in common holding undivided ownership of fee title to 
the Limited Common Area in the Lot 2 condominium project. There is no dispute that 
the Lot Owners have a right of access over the Limited Common Area, akin to an 
easement, for the purpose of accessing and using the beach. Because the Lot Owners do 
not own a physically enclosed space required for a "unit" under the Condominium 
Ownership Act, however, they cannot own the common areas and facilities on the Lot 2 
condominium project as a matter of law. Consequently, the District Court's decision 
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I I 
determining that the Lot Owners own a fee interest in the condominium project must be 
reversed. r 
B. Fee Title to Lot 2 Passed to the Owners of the Lot 2 Condominium Units at the 
Time the Property was Submitted to the Condominium Ownership Act. 
As discussed above, Lot 2 and the condominium units on Lot 2, were submitted to 
the provisions of the Condominium Ownership Act. The declarants under both the 
original plat and declaration and the Amended Plat and Amended Declaration owned all
 { 
of the interest in Lot 2 at the time the plats and declarations were recorded. The I 
Condominium Ownership Act governs the status of property submitted to it, including ! 
giving each unit owner an undivided interest in the common areas and facilities. See | 
Utah Code Ann. §§ 57-8-2 and 57-8-7(2) (2010). Furthermore, "each unit, together with 1 
its undivided interest in the common areas and facilities, shall, for all purposes, constitute J 
real property and may be individually conveyed, leased and encumbered " Id. j 
§ 57-8-4. The act further provides: | 
i 
The undivided interest in the common areas and facilities shall not be 
separated from the unit to which it appertains and shall be considered to be j 
conveyed or encumbered or released from liens with the unit even though j 
such interest is not expressly mentioned or described in the conveyance or ' 
other instrument. 
Id. § 57-8-7(3). 
Consequently, under the Condominium Ownership Act, the owners of the units 
created on Lot 2 automatically took title to all of Lot 2, including the Limited Common 
Area, when Lot 2 was submitted to the Condominium Ownership Act. Upon subsequent 
conveyance of these units, title to the units, together with all of the appurtenant common 
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areas and facilities were conveyed to the Condo Owners, whether or not the conveyance 
expressly mentioned or described an undivided interest in the common areas. The single 
family Lot Owners do not own units and did not receive a conveyance of the 
condominium units located on Lot 2 that are part of the condominium project. Rather, all 
of the ownership interest in Lot 2 including ownership of the common areas and 
facilities, passed to the subsequent owners of the condominium units pursuant to the clear 
terms of the Condominium Ownership Act. Because the common areas within Lot 2, by 
operation of the Condominium Ownership Act, passed to the Condo Owners with the 
conveyance of the appurtenant condominium units. The District Court's ruling that the 
Lot Owners somehow became tenants in common of a portion of Lot 2 is, therefore, 
contrary to law. 
II. THE AMENDED DECLARATION AND AMENDED PLAT REQUIRE 
OWNERSHIP OF THE LIMITED COMMON AREA ON LOT 2 TO STAY 
SOLELY WITH THE LOT 2 CONDOMINIUM OWNERS. 
Not only does the Utah Condominium Ownership Act preclude the Lot Owners 
from ownership of any portion of the condominium project, the Amended Plat and 
Amended Declaration provide that ownership of the Limited Common Area on Lot 2 
remains with the Lot 2 condominium project. According to the Amended Plat and the 
Amended Declaration, the Limited Common Area shown on Lot 2 is no more than a right 
of access to and use of the beach — an interest akin to an easement. 
When the Amended Plat and the Amended Declaration are construed together in a 
manner to give effect to all of their provisions as required by Utah law, ownership of the 
Limited Common Area must remain with the owners of the condominiums in the 
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condominium project on Lot 2. The Amended Declaration and Amended Plat impose 
conditions, covenants, and restrictions on all of Spinnaker Point and create a 
condominium project only on Lot 2, with ownership of all of the area within Lot 2 
remaining with the Lot 2 Condo Owners. These documents also grant a specific right of 
access and use akin to an easement in the Limited Common Area on Lot 2 to the owners 
of Lots 1, 3, 4, and 5 that runs with the ownership of the single family lots. The district 
court erred by improperly considering deposition testimony of Cathy O. Anderson, one of 
the Lot Owners, in determining that Exhibit C to the Amended Declaration could be 
construed to override the clear language of the Amended Plat. The Amended Plat plainly 
provides that ownership of the Limited Common Area remains with Lot 2 and the 
Amended Declaration must be construed consistently with that clear ownership 
demarcation. 
A. The Amended Declaration and Amended Plat Construed Together Require the 
Condominium Project to be Established Only on Lot 2. 
In Utah, condominium declaration provisions are interpreted in the same manner as 
a contract. View Condominium Owners Association v. MSICO, L.L.C., 2005 UT 91 
TI21; see also Swensen v. Erickson, 2000 UT 16 K 11- When interpreting a contract, each 
contract provision is considered "in relation to all of the others, with a view toward 
giving effect to all and ignoring none." WebBank v. American General Annuity Service 
Corp., 2002 UT 88 *f 18 (citations omitted). In addition, a condominium declaration must 
be construed together with the accompanying plat. View Condominium Owners 
Association, 2005 UT 91 at ^ 22. When construed together, the Amended Plat and the 
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Amended Declaration provide that a condominium project was established with respect 
to Lot 2 only and that the covenants, conditions, and restrictions contained in the 
Amended Declaration bind all of the land in Spinnaker Point Subdivision. 
Note 5 on the Amended Plat directly and unambiguously establishes the fact that 
only Lot 2 contains a condominium project. It states: "Lot 2 has recorded covenants 
pertaining to the condominium association on Lot 2 only." [See Amended Plat note 5 
(emphasis added) (Appendix C; R. 585.] In light of this clear pronouncement, the effect 
of the Amended Declaration and the Amended Plat together was to establish a 
condominium project only on Lot 2. The Amended Declaration treats the condominium 
units on Lot 2 separately from the single family lots instead of treating them all simply as 
part of a condominium project as the District Court erroneously ruled. Article I of the 
Amended Declaration states: 
Declarant desires . . . to submit the above described building on Lot # 2, and 
all other improvements constructed thereon to the provisions of the Utah 
Condominium Ownership Act as a condominium project as set forth in the 
original declaration, and convert Lots 1, 3, 4 and 5 as single family 
dwellings. 
[Amended Declaration Art. I (Appendix D); R. 586.] This statement demonstrates the 
explicit distinction between the condominium project on Lot 2 and the separate single 
family lots remaining in the subdivision not part of a condominium project. 
The status of the project prior to the recording of the Amended Plat and Amended 
Declaration further illuminate this statement. Under the record of survey map of 
Spinnaker Point Phase I dated August 27, 1984 (the "Original Plat"), all of the property 
was either part of the condominium project (with the three dimensional space of units 
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clearly demarcated on the Original Plat) or an expansion area for the existing 
condominium project. [See Original Plat (Appendix B); R. 582.] Certain units were 
already constructed (the units that now exist on Lot 2) prior to the time the Amended Plat 
and the Amended Declaration were recorded. [See Amended Declaration Art. I 
(Appendix D);R. 586.] 
When the Amended Declaration states that its intent is to submit an existing 
building on Lot 2 to the Utah Condominium Ownership Act and to convert the other lots 
as single family dwellings, it must be viewed with the understanding that prior to the time 
that the Amended Declaration was recorded, all the land was either part of a 
condominium project or part of the condominium project's expansion area. Any 
"conversion," therefore, would have the effect of converting the expansion area property 
status from part of the condominium project to a single family lot subdivision. This is 
understood without possible doubt when viewed in conjunction with note 5 on the 
Amended Plat, which specifically provides that "Lot 2 has recorded covenants pertaining 
to the condominium association on Lot 2 only." 
In another instance, section 2(i) of Article II in the Amended Declaration states: 
(i) The words 'unit owner1 or 'owner' shall mean, the entity person or persons 
owning one or more of Lots 1,3,4 and 5 for single family dwellings or one 
or more units in the condominium project 
[Amended Declaration Art. II, section 2(i) (Appendix D) (emphasis added); R. 588.] 
Again, the Amended Declaration makes a distinction between Lots 1,3,4, and 5 and the 
units in the condominium project on Lot 2, and demonstrates in the very definition of 
"unit owner" that simply using the defined term "unit owner" was not meant to confer the 
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legal status of "condominium unit" on the single family lots. Making this distinction is 
consistent with both note 5 on the Amended Plat indicating that the condominium project 
exists on Lot 2 only and with the historical context of the project explained above. This 
does not preclude the Amended Declaration's applicability to all the property in 
Spinnaker Point as indicated in the pronouncement in Article IV of the Amended 
Declaration that ?,[t]his Declaration contains covenants, conditions and restrictions 
relating to the Project which are and shall be enforceable equitable servitudes which shall 
run with the land " [Amended Declaration Art. IV (Appendix D); R. 590.] 
Because the Utah Condominium Ownership Act provides that the owners of the 
condominium units own all of the common areas in a condominium project, see Utah 
Code Ann § 57-8-7(2) (2010), the owners of the condominiums on Lot 2 must, therefore, 
own the Limited Common Area within the condominium project on Lot 2. The 
distinctions in the Amended Plat and Amended Declaration regarding the ownership and 
use of the Limited Common Area on Lot 2 further support the conclusion that a 
condominium project exists only with respect to Lot 2, and that ownership of the Limited 
Common Area remains with the Lot 2 condominium owners, subject only to the servitude 
of a right of access and use of the beach area that runs in favor of the Lot Owners. 
B. The Amended Declaration and Amended Plat Construed Together Require 
Ownership of the Limited Common Area to Remain with the Lot 2 Condominium 
Owners Subject to the Lot Owners1 Specific Right of Access and Use. 
Based on inadmissible deposition testimony of Cathy O. Anderson, the District 
Court concluded that Exhibit C to the Amended Declaration, which identifies percentage 
ownership of common areas, overrides the clear terms of the Amended Plat — which 
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states that ownership of Lot 2 remains with the Condo Owners.1 First of all, the 
deposition testimony relied upon by the District Court does not state that the purpose of 
Exhibit C to the Amended Declaration was to grant ownership of the Limited Common 
Area to all lot and unit owners. When asked directly if ownership of the crosshatched 
area on the Amended Plat was to remain with the owners of Lot 2, Mrs. Anderson 
testified that she did not know. [R. 626-627.]2 When asked about the percentages of 
ownership shown on Exhibit C to the Amended Declaration, Mrs. Anderson again 
testified that she did not know. In any event, Mrs. Anderson's testimony is inadmissible 
to vary the clear terms of the Amended Plat, which specifically states that ownership of 
In announcing its decision, the district court stated: 
The court will consider the testimony contained in the deposition. In this 
case, Ms. Cathy Anderson. And she testified, although that's subject to 
somewhat of an interpretation, but the intent of the document was to rest 
ownership as to the limited common area in all units and lot owners in equal 
percentages.... 
[Motion Hearing Transcript p. 37, lines 12-17; R. 982.] 
2Q. Let me ask it again. Was it your understanding the ownership of the common area 
that's shown with the cross hatched area was to remain with Lot 2? 
A. No. I guess I don't know. 
[Anderson Depo. pp. 24-25; R. 626-627.] 
3
 Q It says here that ownership - again, here on Exhibit 3 on the plat, it says, 
"ownership of the limited common area," the crosshatched area, "remains with Lot 
2." But you testified just a moment ago that that area was to be owned by all of the 
units as well as the lot owners. How is it that that can be? 
A. Because that's how it was in the beginning. And then something happened and - I 
don't know. 
[Anderson Depo. p. 36, lines 10-19; R. 628.] 
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Lot 2 remains with the lot. Daines v. Vincent, 2008 UT 51 f 30 (evidence concerning a 
party's interest or understanding is inadmissible to show ambiguity; the court must begin 
and end with the actual language of the contract); see also Ward v. Intermountain 
Farmer's Ass'n, 907 P.2d 264, 268 (Utah 1995) (ambiguity exists only where more than 
one interpretation can be "reasonably supported by the language of the contract"). Parol 
evidence submitted to show the intent of the parties or to vary the terms of the agreement 
is not allowed. See Daines, 2008 UT 51 Tf 31; Bodell Const. Co. v. Robbins, 2009 UT 52 
If 19. 
Moreover, there are three clear reasons for fee ownership of the Limited Common 
Area to remain with the Lot 2 condominium owners: (1) the requirement of the 
Condominium Ownership Act that common areas and facilities in a condominium project 
can only be owned by the condominium unit owners, (2) Garden City's zoning required a 
setback between the condominium building and the adjacent single family lot, and (3) the 
Amended Declaration could not amend the Amended Plat under Utah's subdivision laws. 
1. The Amended Plat and Amended Declaration Comply with the Condominium Act's 
Requirement that Common Areas and Facilities be Owned Only by Condominium 
Unit Owners. 
The Amended Declaration specifically indicates that "declarant intends to sell fee 
title to Lots 1, 3, 4, and 5, together with an undivided ownership interest in the common 
areas and facilities [which includes the Limited Common Area - see Amended 
Declaration Art. II, Section 2(n)(4)] appurtenant thereto, as described in the [Amended 
Plat]. . . ." [See Amended Declaration Art. I (emphasis added) (Appendix D); R. 586.] 
This language makes it clear that the common areas and facilities referenced in the 
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Amended Declaration are those as described in the Amended Plat. In turn, note 4 on the 
Amended Plat plainly and clearly states with reference to the crosshatched Limited 
Common Area graphically depicted on Lot 2, "ownership of this Limited Common Area 
remains with Lot 2." [See Amended Plat (Appendix C); R. 585.] 
The Amended Plat makes a visual distinction between how the Limited Common 
Area and common ownership areas are demarcated. The "Common Ownership" areas 
shown with single hatching is limited to the common private access/public utility 
easement — the road that provides access to all of the single family lots and the 
condominium project on Lot 2. The plat note 3 defines what "Common Ownership" 
means — "Common Ownership on this Plat denotes access and utility easement common 
area for all Spinnaker Point Subdivision lot owners." [Id.] In contrast, the Limited 
Common Area located on Lot 2 is depicted by crosshatching and defined by plat note 4, 
"Limited Common Ownership on this plat denotes access to and use of common area at 
beach. Ownership of this Limited Common Area remains with Lot 2." [Id. (emphasis 
added).] If all of this area was meant to be owned in common in proportionate undivided 
shares as determined by the District Court's summary judgment decision, it would not 
have been necessary to distinguish between them. 
The Amended Declaration also states "[t]he fractional ownership interest in the 
Common Areas and Facilities are set forth in Exhibit C hereto " [Amended 
Declaration Art. IX, Section 4 (Appendix D); R. 594.] Exhibit C to the Amended 
Declaration indicates that Lots 1, 3, 4, and 5 have a 14.286% interest in the Limited 
Common Ownership areas indicated on the plat. [Amended Declaration Exhibit C 
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(Appendix D); R. 240.] The District Court, solely relying on this language from Exhibit 
C, concluded that this language somehow overrides the clear language contained on the 
face of the Amended Plat that ownership of all of Lot 2 remains with the Lot 2 unit 
owners. Exhibit C to the Amended Declaration and the plat itself, however, can be 
construed in harmony. The Amended Declaration states that the Limited Common Area 
"shall be reserved for use by all owners of the lots and units for access to and from the 
lake and beach, and lake front recreation, but not for parking." [Amended Declaration 
Art. II, Section 2(p) (Appendix D); R. 589.] The Amended Declaration further states, 
"the [Amended Plat] indicates the unit and/or lot number of each unit, its location and the 
common areas and facilities to which it has access." [Amended Declaration Art. V, 
Section 3 (Appendix D); R. 591.] These additional provisions provide language useful in 
ascertaining the documents collective meaning. When the Amended Declaration is read 
in an effort to harmonize its provisions with the unambiguous plat, it must be taken to 
mean that the Lot Owners have the equal right to use the Limited Common Area for 
"access to and from the lake and beach, and lake front recreation." Contrary to the 
District Court's interpretation, this cannot be fee ownership in contradiction to the plain 
language of the Amended Plat or in violation of the Utah Condominium Ownership Act, 
but is an interest in a limited property right. The statement in Exhibit C to the Amended 
Declaration relating to the Lot Owners having a 14.286% interest in the Limited 
Common Area must be interpreted to mean that they have an equal undivided interest 
with all of the owners of the lots in the project in the limited property right of "access to 
and from the lake and beach, and lake front recreation." Interpreting the two documents 
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in harmony in this manner gives maximum meaning to all of the terms and the Amended 
Plat and Amended Declaration, while not completing ignoring the unambiguous 
Amended Plat, as the District Court did in its summary judgment ruling. 
Contrary to the District Court's ruling, the Amended Declaration explicitly defines 
the Limited Common Area rights vested in the single family Lot Owners. It states "the 
Limited Common Area designated on the [Amended Plat] by a 'crosshatched' pattern, 
shall be reserved for use by all owner [sic] of lots and units for access to and from the 
lake and beach, and lake front recreation, but not for parking." [Amended Declaration 
Art. II, Section 2(p) (emphasis added) (Appendix D); R. 589.] This is a servitude right 
akin to an easement that runs with the ownership of the single family lots. Consistent 
with the requirement under Utah law that the condominium unit owners must own the 
common areas and facilities appurtenant to their units, the Condo Owners1 fee ownership 
rights in the Limited Common Area cannot be exercised in a manner that would 
unreasonably interfere with the access and use rights vested in the single family Lot 
Owners. See Wvkoff v. Barton, 646 P.2d 756, 759 (Utah 1982). 
2. Ignoring the Plain Provision of the Amended Plat Regarding Ownership of the 
Limited Common Area on Lot 2 Would Violate Garden City's Zoning Ordinance. 
The District Court's interpretation of the Amended Declaration — that the Lot 
Owners own undivided percentage interests in a portion of the Lot 2 condominium 
project — not only completely ignores the facially clear Amended Plat, but also results in 
a violation of Garden City's zoning ordinances. The Amended Plat, which was approved 
by Garden City, indicates that there was a ten foot side yard setback requirement under 
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Garden City's subdivision ordinance. [Amended Plat (Appendix C); R. 585.] If the 
owner of Lot 3 were to own a portion of the Limited Common Area on Lot 2, then the 
already constructed condominium units on Lot 2 would not have met the side yard 
setback requirement and the subdivision could not be approved. [R. 766-772.] It would 
not have made any sense for the drafters of the Amended Plat and Amended Declaration 
to intentionally violate setback requirements and, in any event, had they done so, Garden 
City could not have approved the Amended Plat. 
The District Court's interpretation of the Amended Declaration would result in an 
amendment to the Amended Plat resulting in no side yard setback for the condominium 
building structure in blatant violation of Garden City's zoning ordinance. Indeed, the 
Amended Plat could not have been approved by Garden City with the ownership 
structure of the Limited Common Area as advanced by the Lot Owners and accepted by 
the District Court. Accordingly, for this additional reason, the District Court's decision 
ignoring the clear language of the Amended Plat stating that ownership of Lot 2 must 
remain with the condominium unit owners on Lot 2, must be overturned. 
3. The District Court's Decision to Ignore the Amended Plat's Plain Language 
regarding Ownership of Lot 2 Violates Utah's Subdivision Laws. 
The District Court's interpretation of the Amended Declaration not only completely 
ignores the Amended Plat, but would also unlawfully amend it. As discussed above, note 
4 on the Amended Plat explicitly indicates that ownership of the Limited Common Area 
on Lot 2 remains with the Lot 2 condominium owners. Note 5 on the Amended Plat 
states that "Lot 2 has recorded covenants pertaining to the condominium association on 
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Lot 2 only." The district court's decision that all of the Lot Owners and unit owners are 
tenants in common with equal fee ownership of the Limited Common Area completely 
eliminates these notes and their legal effect. 
Utah Code Ann. § 10-9a-608 (Supp. 2010) governs how a plat may be amended. 
To amend the notes out of the plat and change the ownership provided by the plat would 
require action by the Garden City Planning Commission and City Council and plat 
amendments approved by all of the owners of the lots and units. In this case, the 
procedure to amend a plat was not followed. Maintaining the integrity of the Amended 
Plat and interpreting the Amended Declaration and the Amended Plat in harmony one 
with another recognizes the Lot Owners1 limited property right in the Limited Common 
Area — a right of access and use — and allows the condominium project to exist only with 
respect to Lot 2. 
CONCLUSION 
When interpreted according to Utah law, the Amended Declaration and Amended 
Plat require fee ownership of the Limited Common Area on Lot 2 to remain with the Lot 
2 condominium project owners, subject to the Lot Owners1 access and use rights over this 
area. As the owners of the condominium project on Lot 2, the Condo Owners have the 
same rights as the single family Lot Owners to improve and landscape their property 
without asking permission. The District Court's decision eviscerating the Condo Owners' 
property ownership and giving control of a substantial portion of the Lot 2 condominium 
project to the Lot Owners is contrary to the Utah Condominium Ownership Act and the 
terms of the Amended Plat and Amended Declaration. For the reasons set forth above, 
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this court should reverse the District Court's summary judgment decision and remand the 
case with instructions to the District Court to enter summary judgment in favor of the 
Condo Owners, determining that the Condo Owners own fee title to all of Lot 2, subject 
only to the Lot Owners' right of access and use of the beach over the Limited Common 
Area. 
DATED this J ^day of January, 2011. 
PARR BROWN GEE & LOVELESS 
By: V ) 
Ronald 
Attorney^ for Plaintiffs 
Russell, Esq: 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 2> day of January, 2011 two true and correct 
copies of the foregoing APPELLANTS' BRIEF was mailed, postage prepaid, to: 
Mark Hancey, Esq. 
121 North Springcreek Parkway, Suite 200 
Providence, Utah 84332 
Vincent C. Rampton, Esq. 
JONES WALDO HOLBROOK & McDONOUGH 
170 South Main Street, Suite 1500 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Ronald (B. Russell, Es 
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recorded as Entry No. 58035, Book A9, p. 202, Rich County Recorder's Office; hereafter 
"Amended Declaration"), as tenants in common, in the following percentages: 
1 Lot 1 
Lot 2, Unit 1 
Lot 2, Unit 2 
Lot 2, Unit 3 
Lot 3 
Lot 4 
Lot 5 
14.286% 
14.286% 
14.286% 
14.286% 
14.286% 
14.286% 
14.286% 
3. No party to this action has any right, title, or interest in and to the Limited 
Common Area described above, other than as specified herein. 
4. Plaintiffs, together with their respective agents, representatives, employees, 
invitees, or licensees are hereby enjoined and prohibited from fencing, modifying, restricting 
access to, or otherwise impeding or interfering with Defendants' unrestricted use and enjoyment 
of the Limited Common Area as provided by the Amended Declaration, in that the Limited 
Common Ownership Area is held in tenancy in common with all lot owners, and is therefore 
subject to regulation and control as provided in the Amended Declaration and the Condominium 
Ownership Act, all as specified at paragraphs 2-3, above. 
5. All uses and modifications of the Limited Common Area are to be determined by 
the Management Committee of the unit owners of the Spinnaker Point Subdivision/ 
Condominium Project, as provided at Article XII of the Amended Declaration, as are all common 
areas illustrated on the Amended Plat. 
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6. Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment is denied. 
7. The moving Defendants are awarded costs in the amount of $ 927.10. 
8. This order shall operate as final judgment in favor of the moving Defendants, and 
against Plaintiffs, as to all issues asserted by Plaintiffs against the moving Defendants, and as to 
all issues asserted by the moving Defendants against Plaintiffs, there being no just cause for 
delay. 
f£ 
DATED this £ o day of December, 2009. 
BY THE COURTS ; 
Clint S. Judkins, District Judg£ 
•y 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: ^rSLC tf 
PARR, WADDOUPS, BROWN, GEE & LOVELESS 
By:. 
Ronald G. Russell 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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SURVEYOR'S CERTIF ICATE 
ACL AREAS DOUBLE CROSS HATCHED ARE 
LIMITED COMMON OWNERSHIP. 
-£SlM3'!>l 
t,3p** TC</rH% on HERESY CERTTFYTHAT I AM A REGISTERED 
UNO SURVEYOR AND THAT Z HOLD CERTIFICATE HO.j _AS PRESCRIBED BY THE 
U V 9 OF THE STATE OF UTAH ANO THAT Z HAVE CAUSED TO BE MADE UNDER MY DIRECTION 
, THE BOUNDARY SURVEY ANO PLOT PLAN CONTAINED HEREON. AND THAT BAZD SURVEY. 
PLOT PLANS, DESCRIPTIONS, FLOOR PLANS AND OTHER MATERZALB CONNECTED HEREWZTH 
ON SHEET 1 THRU 3 , AND THE CONSTRUCTZON OF THE IMPROVEMENTS DESCRIBED I S 
COMPLETE SO THAT SUCH MATERIAL TOGETHER WITH THE DECLARATION OF COVENANTS AND 
RESTRICTIONS FDR THE PROJECT IS ADEQUATE TO. DETERMINE THEREFROM THE IDENTIFICATION 
. LOCATION AND DIMENSIONS OF THE COMMON ELEMENTS, LZMITED COMMON ELEMENTS. AND 
PRZVATE OWNERSHIP ELEMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE UTAH CONDOMINIUM OWNERSHIP 
ACT AS AMENOED JULY 1. 1873 , ANO THAT SANE HAS B E K * * ? W W £ p ANO STAKED ON 
THE GROUND AS SHOWN ON THIS PLAT. * / W > - ~ ~ ^ * > ^ 
/&*«»& 7^/2*i£* 
REGZSTERED LAND SURVEYOR 
BOUNDARY DE! 
Veffte ZL.MM 
BEGINNINB AT A POINT WHICH BEARS EAST 2 0 8 8 . B 6 2 FEET ANO NORTH 1 0 1 0 . 2 6 2 
FEET. FROM THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SECTION IB. TOWNSHIP 14 NORTH RANGE 8 EAST, 
•ALT LAKE BABE ANO MERIDIAN AMP RUNNZNG THENCE NORTH S*4B ,DB*WE3T, U S . 8 2 3 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 2 2 ' 5 2 ' 4 0 ' E A S T . I 0 4 $ 7 7 F E £ T : THENCE SOUTH 6 8 * 21'28"EAST, 170.414 
FEET TO THE ESTABLISHED BEAR LAKE MEANDER LINE: THENCE AL0N6 SAID MEANDER LINE THE 
FOLLOWING TWO COURSES: SOUTH 33* 55* SB 'EAST. 5 7 . 0 8 0 FEET; SOUTH 2 4 ' 0 t ' 1 8 ' E A S T , 
71.BOO FEET: THENCE SOUTH Bl'IS'Bi'WEST. 2 4 6 . 8 B 2 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEOINNINB. 
CONTAINING 0 . 8 2 6 ACRFS. MORE OR LESS. 
TOGETHER WITH A NON-EXCLUSIVE 23 FOOT EASEMENT FOB ACCESS.UTILITIES INSTALLATION, 
ANO MAINTENANCE SAZO EASEMENT BUMS 1 2 . 3 FEET EACH SZDE OF THE F0LL0WZN8 DESCRIBED 
CEHTERLINE; ' 
BEGINNING AT A POINT OK THE EASTERLY RI0HT-OF-WAY LINE OF U . S . HIBHWAY B« 
SAZO POINT BEXNS EAST 1BBB.778 FEET AND NORTH 8 9 6 . 8 7 2 FEET FROM THE SOUTHWEST 
CORNER OF SECTION IB, TOWNSHIP 14 NORTH RANGE B EAST, SALT LAKE BASE AND 
MERMAN AND RUNNZNG THENCE NORTH ai'13*B2*EAST. 1 0 0 . 0 0 0 FEET: THENCE NORTH 
4 0 ' 4 3 ' S l ' E A S T . B 7 . 8 i 4 FEET TO THE WEST BOUNDARY OF THE ABOVE DESCRZBED PARCEL. 
SAID POINT BEINS EAST 20BB.B44 FEET ANO NORTH 1 0 8 4 . 8 5 2 FEET FROM SAID SOUTHWEST 
CORNER OF SECTION I B . > 
SUBJECT TO AND TOGETHER WITH ANY ANO ALL OTHER EASEMENTS. RIGHT-OF-WAYS 
AND RESTRICTIONS OF RECORD OR ENFORCEABLE AT LAW OR IN EQUITY. 
OWNEfV CERTIFICATE OF CONSENT TO RECORD 
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS THAT. BLIND DUCK ASSOCIATES, 
A UTAH PARTNERSHIP IB THE RECORD OWNER OF THE REAL PROPERTY DESCRIBED ABOVE 
ANO THAT PURSUANT TO THE UTAH CONDOMINIUM OWNERSHIP ACT DOES HERESY CONSENT 
TO THE RECORDATION OF THIS RECORD OF SURVEY MAP OF SPINNAKER POINT, SUBMITTING 
THE PBOPUIIf UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF UTAH CONDOMINIUM OWNERSHIP ACT, AS AMENDED JULY 
I , BJ73. I FURTHER CERTIFY THAT THE BUUHNOS SHOWH ON THIS RECORO OF SURVEY MAP BUT 
NOT UNDER CONSTRUCTION AT THE TIME THIS MAP IS RECORDED, WILL, WHEN COMPLETED, BE 
SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN ON THIS MAP. * 
BUND DUCK ASSOCIATES, A UTAH PARTNERSHIP. S? S) // 
IVA^^ SL~\ , / O T ' ^ ^ ^ ^ 
MARRY REED, PARTNER L ^ ^ A D O E. CHRI8TENSEM, PARTNER 
WILLIAM COLEMAN, PARTNER STEPMAN ML SCHIRF, 
/ />^y,.rT^)/ lkf^ 
i PAJttNER 
a* 
WAYNE E. •TED' WARR. PARTNER 
I A P P L I C A B L E TO ALL SHEETS 
LCONTES ARE LIMITED COMMON OWNERSHIP. 
ENTS OF BALCONIES AND PATIOS ARE COMMON AREAS. 
9 ARE UNITED COMMON OWNERSHIP, EXCEPT AS SHOWN HEREON 
ARE PRIVATE OWNERSHIP. 
RJYATE OWNERSHZF. 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
. ISM, PERSONALLY APPEARED BEFORE 
HEREON WERE COMPILED FROM ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS 
• WARR ASSOCIATES. INC.. SUPPLIED BY OWNERS, THE UNITS 
CON WERE CHECKED FOR CONFORMITY, VARIATIONS WERE SLIGHT. 
INDICATED, ALL DIMENSIONS FROM BUZLDZNG FOUNDATIONS 
a ARE PERPENDICULAR TO PROPERTY LINES. 
W S ELEVATIONS. 
I ELEVATIONS. 
K IS BRASS CAP ON THE EAST SZDE OF US HIGHWAY BB AT 100 
CITY. UTAH BEING MARKED U.S. COAST AMD GEODETIC SURVEY 
• ELEVATION IS SGB1.0B4 
fTITUTES ALL THAT AREA WZTHZW THE BOUNDARY NOT OTHERWZSE 
DECLARATION FOR DETAILED ACCOUNT. 
SHOWN ARE APPROXIMATE ONLY, VARIATIONS SHOULD BE SLIGHT. 
8 OF ALL UNZTS ARE TO INTERIOR SURFACES OF WALLS. 
9 OF ALL UNZTS ARF TO THE EXTERZOR SURFACE OF THE 
BTATE OF UTAH. / 
COUNTY OF_JU£SL -s T— -, 
, ON THIS, JfT my
 n r v 7 / , / 
ME, THE UNSIGNED NOTARY, HAR*Y HEED, / LAOO E. CHRtSTENSEM, W1LUAM COLEMAN, 
STEPHAM M. BCHIRF AND WAYKI E. *TEEr WARR, WHO BEING BY ME DULY SWORN 010 
SAY. EACH FOR HIMSELF THAT THEY ARE PARTNERS OF BLIND DUCK ASSOCIATES, A 
UTAH PARTNERSHIP, ANO THAT THE .WITHIN ANO FOREGOING NSTRUMENT WAS SIGNED OR '< 
BEHALF OF SAID PARTNERSHIP AND/pUT SAID PARTNERSHIP EXECUTED THE SAME. ^ . 
NOTARY PUBLIC ~ 
^o'^i 
NVODMHI! 
<<?w^ &fJLx //iub 
SSZON EXPZmS MY RESIDENCE Z3< it 
K
"£j 
Y 
\ 
'($AD OF SURVEY MAP OF 
SPINNAKER POINT 
PHASE I 
JG-28-B4] J.L.S. 
A UTAH EXPANDABLE CONDOMINIUM PROJECT 
LOCATED IN SECTION 1$ T.I4NtR5E^S±£.aM. 
GARDEN CITY, RICH COUNTY, UTAH 
APPROVAL AS TO FORM 
xt AS iu rwn in. 
A 
APPROVED JS TO FORM THIS 
DAY OF . " 
A . D . . 
- u ^ — o/Jg—! 
GARDEN CITY ATTORNEY 
TOWN BOARO APPROVAL 
PRESENTED TO THE BOARO OF TRUSTEES OE 
GARDEN CITY. UTAH ON THIS' -7*9 ~ 
4j
^L * * ' « -*— 
• SURVEY MAP BAB APPROVED AMD ACCEPTED. 
Ja&gJfe/ i*hr 
ATTEST: CITY RECORDER BOARO PRESIDENT 
•RECOROINS MO. , 2>Ql%1 
STATE OF UTAH COUNTY OF. 
AT THE REOUEST 
C F M C K RECORDED AND FILED 
OF 7\li*u4 T W i . O^m^^ff 
DATE te'/Wt TIME $S9 7m*0O* *?</ ^ T */L? 
Jtf«- <VJLA cfit ,?rVrt 
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SECTION VIEW A-A 
[UNIT 
Ntt 
[ s 
| 4 
\ 3 
1 2 
[ 1 
UNIT TYPE 
LEFTHAWD 
LEFTHANO 
W8HTHAM0 
LEFTHANO 
LEFTHANO 
RIGHTHAND 
FLOOR i 
THIRD 
0902.00 
3932.0O 
9882.00 
ILEVATIO 
SECOND 
5943.00 
S M 3 . 0 0 
8943.00 
9942.00 
9942.00 
9942.00 
H 
MAIN 
3934.00 
9034.00 
5934.00 
0933.00 
9S33.00 
3933.00 
GARA6E 
3932.20 
9832.23 
3932-23 
9931.29 
3 9 3 I 2 3 
9931.29 
TOTAL AREA! 
SQ.FT. j 
2139 1 
2139 
2139 j 
I tCI | 
IMI J 
M6t J 
\ / / / ^ PRIVATE OWNERSHIP 
[ y X / ^ V * ^ LIMITED coiyiMON OWNERSHIP 
j I COMMON OWNERSHIP 
I - THIS WAWJN6 REFLECTS ARCHITECT* PLANS 
AT TIME OF SURVEY 
2--ALL UNITS TO BE CONSTRUCTED SHOULD 
BE THE TYPE SHOWN OR THE MIRROR-
IMAGE THEREOF. NOTE THE LEFTHANOED-
R16MTWANDED DESIGNATION TO REFLECT SAID 
UNIT ORIENTATION 
3- FLOOR ELEVATIONS ARE TO RNISHED SURFACES -
•' 4 - GARAGE AREA IS INCLUDED IN CALCULATION OF 
SQUARE FOOTAGE. 
SPINNAKER POINT 
I CHANSED UMTS 1.2 9 3 k-26-94J JLS 
PATE I B *EV13)0M 
3 
ION 
•RECORDING NO. 
STATE OF UTAH. CWNTY OF RICH. HECORDED AND FILED 
AT THE t 
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SECTION VIEW A-A 
[UNIT 
[wo. 
r « 
[ B 
! 4 
[ s 
[ t 
i 
WIT TYPE 
LEFTHAHO 
LEFTHANO 
frtVHTNANtf 
LEFTHAWD 
lEFTMARO 
RIQMTMANO 
FLOOR 1 
THIRD 
0*02.00 
999240 
8992.00 
X E V A T I O 
SECOND 
994S.OO 
9943.00 
0943.00 
9»4Z.OO 
0042.00 
0042.00 
N 
MAIN 
B934.00 
9954 00 
0994 00 
B933.00 
5933.00 
B9S3.00 
GARAGE 
9932.29 
8932.20 
8932.28 
0931.28 
8931.28 
8931.28 
TOTAL AREA] 
SQ.FT. j 
2135 j 
2130 [ 
2130 
1901 
MCI 
»0» j 
I- THIS DRAWING REFLECTS UNTT NQ 6 AS 
CONSTRUCTED AT TIME OF SURVEY. 
Z- ALL UMTS TO BE CONSTRUCTED SHOULD 
BE THE TYPE SHOWN OR THE MIRROR 
IMAGE THEREOF. NOTE THE LEFTHANOED-
fWGHTHANDED DESIGNATION TO REFLECT SAID 
UNIT ORIENTATION 
Y / / / / ^ PRIVATE OWNERSHIP 
f y X / \ / * 3 LIMITED COMMON OWNERSHIP 
I j COMMON OWNERSHIP 
3- FLOOR ELEVATIONS ARE TO FINISHED SURFACES • 
4< GARAGE AREA IS INCLUDED IN CALCULATION OF 
SOUARE FOOTAGE 
^ S S S 
SPINNAKER POINT 
CHANCED UNTT N03 JC-26-B4I JL3 
a 6 , 
/ATlOtf 
•RECORDING N O . 
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SPINNAKER POINT SUBDIVISION/CONDOMINl 
AMENDED PLAT 
PART OF THE SW/4 NE/4 SEC 16, T14N, R5E, SLB&I 
JUNE 2001 
FND 
BENCH MARK 
(ELEV. = 5942.74) -7 
BRASS CAP MONUMENT/ 
T 14 N, R 5 U 
ir 
FOUND REBAR 
SOUTHWEST CORNER 
SECTION 16 
NOTE: 
1) ALL REQUIRED PUBUC IMPROVEMENTS AND UTILITIES SHALL BE PAID B' 
OWNER AND NOT GARDEN CITY. 
2 ) ALL ROADS ARE PRIVATE ALL ROADS ARE TO BE UTILIZED FOR ACCE 
AND UTILITIES. 
3) COMMON OWNERSHIP ON THIS PLAT DENOTES ACCESS AND UTILITY EA5 
COMMON AREA FOR ALL SPINNAKER POINT SUBDIVISION LOT OWNERS. 
4) LIMITED COMMON OWNERSHIP ON THIS P U T DENOTES ACCESS TO AND 
OF COMMON AREA AT BEACH. OWNERSHIP OF THIS LIMITED COMMON AREA 
REMAINS WITH LOT 2. 
5) LOT-2 HAS RECORDED COVENANTS PERTAINING TO THE CONDOMINIUM 
ASSOCIATION ON LOT 2 ONLY. 
V^ 
\r PLANNING COMMISSION APPROVAL DAY OF fa'Xif A.D. 2001 BY THE "N/" APPROVED THIS J? 
GARDEN CITY PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION. 
y \ CHAIRPERSON 
COUNCIL APPROVAL AN 
PRE5EN-" 
DAY OF. 
ITS? TO Qfclt 
APPROVED/ AND^CCEPTED. 
THE GARDEN (3TY COUNCIL TH 
A.D. 2001. AT WHICH TIM 
jru*— \*s?. 
COUffaCCHAIRPERSON 
COUNTY RECOR 1 NO. £8034 STATE OF UTAH.COUNTY OF REQUEST Of *JhtO* OF fJArt^PM HATT 01] n 1*1 TIMF 
ABSTRACTED 
&OOK AY "PAtg ZM 
INDEX. 
ER'S 
'ttM , RECORDED AND FILED AT THE 
;Att\PM (\iTL -
4:46 T>HJ rvT??&.6b 
^ RLED IN: FILE OF PLATS jJntiA /ML JPvrUf 
APPROVAL AS TO FORM \s 
APPROVED AS TO FORM THIS_ JUL . DAY OF fiuttsfr A.O. 2001. 
*fe-„. dOlJjL-. 
ENGINEER'S CER 
I CERTIFY THAT I HAVE EXAMINED THIS P U T 
AND IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE INFORMATION 
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
\r 
( or rar ) 
1 bwh - 30 ft. 
OWNER/DEVELOPER; 
DON ANDERSON 
35 E 300 N 
MILLVIULE, UT 84326 
SfTE ADDRESS 
SPINNAKER POINT 
BEAR LAKE BOULEVARD 
GARDEN CITY. L/T 64028 
( BEAR LAKE SPECIAL SERVICE DISTRICT ^ 
APPROVED T H I S ^ l i T D A Y Of ^ [</ A.n 2001 BY THE BEAR LAKE 
SPECIAL SERVICE DISTRICT. / 
/U?s. 
DISTRICT SANITARIAN 
SURVEY CERTIFICATE 
4 TIM V. GIBBONS, DO HEREBY CERTIFY THAT I AM A REGISTERED LAND 
SURVEYOR, AND THAT I HOLD CERTIFICATE NO. 1569B7 AS PRESCRIBED BY 
THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF UTAH I FURTHER CERTIFY THAT BY THE 
AUTHORITY OF THE OWNERS I HAVE MADE AND/OR SUPERVISED THIS 
SURVEY OF THE SPINNAKER SUBDTVtSlON AMENDMENT.' I FURTHER CERTIFY 
THAT THE LAND DESCRIBED HEREIN HAS BEEN SUBDIVIDED INTO 5 LOTS, 
IDENTIFIED HEREJN AS LOT f, 2, 3, 4, AND LOT 5. 
r/z/o 
BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION 
A PART OF THE. SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 16, TOWNSHIP 14 
NORTH, RANGE 5 EAST OF THE SALT LAKE BASE AND MERIDIAN, LOCATED 
IN RICH COUNTY, UTAH. 
COMMENCING AT THE BRASS CAP MONUMENT FOUND AT THE WEST 
QUARTER CORNER OF SECTION 16, TOWNSHIP 14 NORTH, RANGE 5 EAST, 
OF THE SALT LAKE BASE AND MERIDIAN AND RUNNING THENCE 
5070/'07 V 171334 FEET ALONG THE WEST UNE OF SAJD SECTION LINE-
THENCE sarsriat 1876.96 FEET TO A ROB IN THE EAST RIGHT OF 
WAY UNE OF U.S HIGHWAY 89; THENCE RUNNING NORTHWESTERLY ALONG 
SVD RIGHT OF WAY UNE 112J6 FEET ALONG THE ARC OF A 1005.37 
FOOT RADIUS CURVE TO THE LEFT THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 
OS-26'15'; THENCE N59-46'30~E 414.93 FEET TO THE MEANDER UNE OF 
BEAR LAKE; THENCE S35-46'WE ALONG MEANDER UNE 214.53 FEET; 
THENCE S25-26'59T ALONG MEANDER UNE 72.46 FEET; THENCE 
SaV13'32yf 474J2 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINING; CONSISTING OF 5 
LO/S CONTAING 1.98 TOTAL ACRES. 
. OWNER'S DEDICATION 
THE UNDERSIGNED, DON ANDERSON. IS THE FEE SIMPLE OWNER OF THE 
HEREIN DESCRIBED TRACT OF LAND AND CONSENTS TO THE RECORDATION 
OF THIS SURVEY SUBDIVIDING THE LAND INTO 5 SEPARATE LOTS, 
CONSISTING OF LOTS 1. 2, 3, 4 AND 5 TO BE KNOWN AS SPINNAKER 
POINT. THE UNDERSIGNED OWNER ALSO DEDICATES TO GARDEN CITY. THE 
BEAR LAKE SPECIAL SERVICE DISTRICT AND ALL OTHER APPLICABLE 
MJNtOPAL AUTHORITIES NONEXCLUSIVE, UTttJTY EASEMENTS AS SHOWN ON 
THIS SUBDIVISION FOR THE PURPOSE OF PROVIDING UTILITY SERVICES TO 
THE PROPERTY, TOGETHER WTTH RIGHT TO INSTALL, USE, MAINTAIN AND 
REPLACE SUCH UTIIITIES. 
/V WITNESS HAVE HEREUNTO SET OUR SIGNATURE THIS 
OkY OF A.LX 2001. 
'DONANDERSON.' 
Cd/Aif d< JWidMA-Q^ 
CORPORA TE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF RICH 
ON Tm^/ZLDAYj0F\Z^LL.2O01, 
UF / L *• te/Jn <J«C6AUA~ , JKHO BEING 
, PERSONALLY APPEARED BEFORE 
' BEING DULY SWORN DID SAY THAT 
HE/SHE IS THE OWNER AND THAT THE FOREGOING INSTRUMENT ms 
SIGNED ON BEHALF OF SAO CORPORATION, AND HE/SHE ACKNOWLEDGED 
TO ME THAT SAID CORPORATION EXECUTED THE SAME 
A£*/< 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
HY COMMISSION EXPIRES, 
'rx^Jg tOffHREEDER bmuntwX'SmivnA 
COMKBCRtl-OMe 
EXHIBIT 
A 
(P-II-QS 
CACHE'LANDMARK ENGINEERING 
666 NORTH MAIN SUITE 303 IOGAN, UTAH 84321 
PHONE: H3S1 7M-7«nn 
Y V ^ 
„ I f DATE; 08/12/01II I 
7 11 CALCULATIONS: UA I I | 
HDRAFTINC: K J W | | I 
| | CHECKED BY: • • 
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Restrictions indicating a preferen* 
limitation or discrimination based • 
• race, color* religion, sex, h&adica> 
. familial status, or national origin &• 
• hereby deleted, to the ex tent s o c , 
restrictions violate 42 USC 3604(c). 
AMENDED DECLARATION W » f * omvt irnnod 
- Bacoftted SEP 1T 20M Rung MnSfiftKffl 
*°* tfjML-J^toBoo^^ 
SPINNAKER POINT .
 M0Q ' ' 
A Utah subdivision/Condominium Project L ' J A j / • / 
Requested by Mflrffora (\Qbfltm 
THIS AMENDED DECLARATION i s made and executed by Don Jay 
Anderson and Cathy 0»Anderson husband and Wife, as sole owner* as 
described on the Amended Record of Survey oapf hereinafter 
referred to together as Declarant, and ia intended to attend that 
certain Condominium Declaration for Spinnaker Point, Recorded on 
the 27th day of August, 1985, as'Filing Ho. 30388, Book M, page 
503, Rich County, State of Utah. This aaendnent i s aade pursuant 
to the provisions contained therein for amendment*, and pursuant 
to the provisions of the Utah Condominium Ownership Act, Utah 
.Code Annotated section 57~s~i through 57-8-36 for themselves, 
their successors, grantees and assigns» 
ARTICLE 1 
SSCITALS 
. in uSss^ss «&*&:*; s^Sofs r * * "ai ***** 
A ettached hereto and 2 ? ; J K ' l i S S W i T r ^ 
'g^vrrf^^s'.'sis.ri ^ is .^j" ' -Itota, 
Survey Map filed concurrently SSSlR ^ n S 2 ? l n lhm * e o 6 r d <* 
shee t prepared by L a n d m a r k ^ f i n a l n i ! ^ « 2 ' . ? S n B l r t ^ n ^ o f «*• (i) 
cibbohs, a registered i 3 KjSr^fn^ddlS^ 1^^ * *» •• 
Section S57-8-1 at sag, converted oarfc 2# &LUta? ?pndo*iftiu» Act 
;^%f»11' -"•»•« «-S"<>; ^ ^ s s ^ s ? * " £ 
atom d«oriJ»,i tuilStai"S l o t M ' S ? . " " » *° "ota>lt th. 
ctmrtruolai tbanon to th, ptoillldnj »i°2"JWroWM,it. 
oiijlMl DteiMrtlon, am mm£t S t . I ; " " » « • 1» u» 
!a*,iu"'"- •• ."««• w^^Jbi.TSJ.l^ 
aw srSfffepSaK^^a-
• #£ 
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covenants, limitation and restrictions contained liereim The 
Declarant intends to sell the existing individual condominiums 
units contained in Lot 2 as Condoainiras, with the undivided 
ownership interests in the cosapon Areas and Facilities 
appurtenant thereto, to various purchasers, subject to the 
.covenants, limitations, and restrictions contained herein. 
HOW 
Declara «,. THEREFORE, Declarant hereby makes the following Amended 
ttion containing covenants, condition and restrictions 
relating, to this Project which pursuant to the provisions of the 
condominium ownership Act of the.State of Utah, shall be an 
enforceable.equitable servitude, and the benefits and burdens set 
forth herein are intended to, and shall run with the land» I' 
AOTICWB IX 
DEFINITIONS 
mmlkMmwT nm* by vhit* *» **«*.*** **«ovn u 
a. Definitions, The toraa uaed herein ahall hava tha 
inathi« sStiJn 5. Utah Con<,0,!lln4un o™««hip Act «nd a» givan 
(a) Tha word * Declarant" shall Bean, Don J. Andoraon and 
Cathy o. Anderaon as sole ovnars a. deecribed on S a £ £ r d i t 
Survey Kap, who haa uade and exaouted thia Daolaratibn "5/o2 »nv 
auccai»»or(B) to or aeeignee(a) oC Declarant which, eitharbv Y 
operation of law or through a voluntary'oonveyanci, S a M f a r
 ov 
. awsrSfcC^ 
. (b) The vord "Act" ehall neanand refer to tha Utah 
CondouiniuB Ownership Act, Dtah Coda Annotated less ««».i^ «i 
B-l through 57-8-38 » the aa*a now « 3 S S S 3 2 it J l ? h T 
attended from tiwe to titta, na BB " nfty b" 
Jo) The word * Condominium" ehall sulan and rafar to » »i„„i. 
unit in thia Condominiun Projact together v i S JSf undivided*Xe 
intereet in common vith other unit owner• in tha c ™ » i„l, 
V N l U t l M of the-jroperty, an| together wifh all I 2 2 *"* 
appurtenances belonging thereto, •• described in thia 
Daqlaration. The word -Single Maily Unite" ehall w i n Lots i a 
tJS&ffil0t9 Mvft *~*conv,rt9d fre» ^^s^o%l«gj ; 
original Z S ^ S ^ ^ , h a n BMn m ' « • — « * * the 
etruoture. thereon, ali e«ie*enta, Hghti JSFSSSSLSi 
belonging thereto, and ali article,. J P ^ S i l ^ S t H S t a n d e d 
Bpinnaker. Point 3 
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for use in connection therewith. 
(£) The words 'Condominium Project* or Bom'etimes "Prelect* 
shall aeaa end.refer to the.entire property, a* defined above; 
together with all rights, obligations ana organizations 
established by these declarations « + « ™ n » 
<g) The. word 'Map* ehall mean and refer to the Amended 
Deel °t 8urV6y Map °f S ? 1 N M A K E R fWNT recorded herewith by 
. <h) Ihe word *Unit» shall mean and refer to one of the 
Condominium Unite, and/or.lota 1, 3, 4 and 5 which ie.designated 
v Y h K J f ? 1 th*Bap' an? fiota Particularly described in Article 
" • . ' 
(1) The words 'Unit Owner* or 'Ownar" shall mean; the -
entity, pereon or persons owning one or acre of iota 1, 3, 4 and 
s for single family dwellings or one or »ora Units in the 
Condominium project in fee. simple and an undivided interest in 
fee simple of the Common Areas and Facilities as shown in the 
records of the County Recorder of Rich County, Utah! TOe ter! 
Unit owner.or Owner shall'not mean or include a m w t o a o e ^ r 
beneficiary; or trustee under a deed of trust uJlee. S H n t i i 
such a party hae acquired title pursuant to foreclosure o * l L 
arrangement or proceeding in lieu thereof, Ioraoj-OBUr9 or »«y 
ti) The words •Association of Unit' Owners" shall *«•* »*A 
refer to the Unit owners.taken •*, aoti*™.*fl4 SSSJ Z *M 
accordance with the Declaration and the Bylaws attZ^-i i,,..-.*. 
exhibit •** which Bylaws are hereby S S o S S m e f & £ & ° *B 
W The words "Unit Hutober* shall mean and r«*«* *•« +*-
JS&S?and0L0S.X!°n * - " ^ ^ & && *• 
mean ind ^ ^ 2 ^ ^ - & " 
and the Bylaws hereto attached a! uKibit -V %S f t?i w :?*i o n 
charged with and shall have the resS„.inilit; J 5 J „ S # t a ! le lllllf & enforce all. of.the * « « & . £ g . ?Sd rSSiitL^ 
covering the operation and. maintehan.ee of the Project! 
{») The term 'Manager* thill mean and refer to «,« « * 
parsons or corporation, if any,.selected bythe M S L S S J E ' 8 0 " ' 
Committee^ manage the affair* of the Pro3ect! 9Wl6nt 
refer ^ o , ^ **** 'QOmm *•" ™ * ^ " t l a . * ahalimean and 
areas!11 ** lfinA ^ h ^ oa tha S u ™ * Map a, common • 
Spinnaker Point 3 
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SEP-12-01 B41ZB PM DENNIS MATHEWS LflMOFFlC 4337SS7999 P. I 
(a) That portion of the Property specifically included 
j n^**"P*<rtlve Condominium unlta a* herein defined and aa 
Indicated on the Survey Map; 
(3) The condominium* building on Lot 2 which include* 
foundations, columns, girders, beans, supports, laain walls, 
roofs, halls, corridor*! stairs, stairways, yards, landscaping, 
sprinkler systems, fire systems, cable, television systems* 
fences, service and parking areas, the boat dock and moorings and 
in general all other apparatus, Installations and other parts of 
the Property necessary or convenient to the existence, 
maintenance and safety of the foregoing or normally in common 
use; , 
(4) Those areas specifically set forth and designated 
in the Map as Common Area or Limited Common Area; arid 
(5) All Common Area? and Facilities as defined in the 
Act, whether or not expressly listed herein* 
(o) .The words * Common Expenses" shall mean and refer, to, all 
expenses off administration, maintenance, repair or replacement of 
the Common Areas and Facilities including an adequate reserve 
fund for maintenance, repair and replacement of those Common 
Areas and Facilities that must be replaced on a periodic basis; 
all items, things and ama described in the Act which are 
lawfully assessed against the Unit Owners in accordance with the 
provisions of the Act, this Declaration, the bylaws, and such 
rules' and regulations pertaining to the Project as the . 
Association of unit Owners or the Management Committee may from 
time to ti»e adopt; and such other expenses incurred pursuant to 
agreements lawfully made and/or entered into by the Management 
Committee. 
(p) The words 'Limited Common Area" shall mean arid refer to 
those portions of the Common Areas and .Pag ill ties reserved for 
the exclusive use of the Condominium units and Lot owners, as 
specified herein and as designated on the Amended Plat Map* The 
Limited Common Areas also refers to Lot 2, the Condominium unit 
owners, to be the parking spaces designated on Lot 2, Bach Unit 
shall be assigned at least one parking space. In some units, what 
would be the garage space, nay be constructed as additional 
living area. Garage spaces are part of the unit and privately 
owned ^  Additional Limited Common Areaa shall be the balconies 
end patloB-that are adjacent to, contiguous with and open into 
the units, as more particularly identified in the Hap. The use 
and occupanoy of the Limited coamon Areas shall be reserved to 
its associated Unit, and each unit owner is hereby granted, an 
Irrevocable license to use and occupy the same B O long as such 
Owner owns the Unit associate* with such Limited Common Area. 
The Limited common Area designated on the Flat Nay by * "Crossed 
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Hatched1* jpattern# shall be reserved for use by all owner of Lota 
and Units for access to and from the lake and beach, and lake 
front recreation, tout not.for parking. 
(q) The words "Utility Services* shall .include, but-not be 
United tor electricityr water, trash collection and sewage 
.disposal. 
(r) Hie word 'Mortgage* shall mean and include both a 
mortgage on any, Unit and a deed of trust on any Unit, whether 
condominium or single Unit, The words First Mortgage ahall mean a 
Mortgage, the lien of which is prior and superior to the lien of 
any other Mortgage on the same IJnit, 
(e) The word • Mortgagee* shall mea$ and Include both, tha 
mortgagee under a mortgage on any Unit and the beneficiary under 
a deed of trust on any Unit. Tha words • First Mortgagee1 shall. 
mean the Mortgagee under a First Mortgage on any Unit. 
(t) Those definitions contained in the Act* to tha extant 
they are applicable hereto and not inconsistent herewith, ahall 
be and are hereby incorporated herein by reference and shall have 
the same effect as if expressly set forth herein and made:a part 
hereof 
ARTXCLH ill 
SUBMISSION TO CONDOMINIUM OWNERSHIP 
• Declarant hereby submits the Property to the provisions of * 
the Act ss a Condominium Project and this Declaration is 
submitted in accordance with the terms and the provisions of the 
Act and shall be construed in accordance therewith« It I* tha 
intention of Declarant that tha provisions of the Act shall apply 
to the Property, "pr J 
ARTlCfcE IV 
COVINANT TO RUM WITH THE LAMP 
This Declaration contains covenants, conditions and 
restrictions relating to the Project which are and shall be 
enforceable equitable.servitudes which shall run with the land 
and be binding upon Declarant, its successors and assigns and 
upon all Unit owners or subsequent Unit Owners, their grantees, 
mortgages, auooessors, heirs, personal representatives, Oversees 
and assigns. 
""'• . ARTICL8 V 
DB3CRIFT10»{ 0* PROPERTY 
1. Description of land* jhe land Is that tract or parcel in 
Rioh County, Utah/ more particularly described in Article I of 
this Declaration* Y 
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.•ii* ?* DeSo*iption of Improvements. The 'p*<rla«*+ x«- i. 
will be constructed in aooordanee?with tho ?22? h* ? b e e n °* 
. in the Map. The- existing bSJSKt in^hJ S^?^"**1 0" °°ntainea 
of wood, concrete, steel piling and Sl«a JffiEJLE;* twnhou"««' 
Eleotrioity i s separately metered t o 2 2 h 5£Kt*Scti""»J three l»droo»iir a separate watSrhSt8^Jn i5* 5a o h *"** h " 
S^SST" an* «^^ 'S? i f f i a S3£S 5582-,» .a 
disposal will be b i l l e d ^ S i H e c ™ ° » £ r a t a 1 * ' »«*•«• 
with tote l ,
 3r 4 and B. S e ^ o r K a S i ^ * " 0 * 8 ' *°9«*"* be maintained as common amJSitUa with S i 5i??-B J2* £ a S «** 
will be subject to tne easement? t*tSJ fz1 UnitB» « « Project 
Project and'am may *£!^*£%bl£ S K S 5 . t t M , & t h e 
. i n d i c a i e s ^ ! ^ ^ ^ nereto . 
and the common Areas and ^ o u J t i S tS whioh ?t hi-1*" l o o a f c i o ^ 
Units and/or tots shall be capable of be?™43iJjBVO 0 , M ' A " 
eneuabered and conveyed, c a pr ) A e o r **ing independently owned, 
«. *. t*)*11* "dating condominium units on Lot a «*.•>, 4 , 
that part of the building containing «!» rL«? i » 8 ? a 1 1 delude 
the boundari** of the ^'t^ShicSKinder! S ^ 1 ^ i1*" v i t h*n 
the following manner t - . • B0Unaary 8«*n be determined in 
surface of ^ n e ' o M n ^ b°Undai ty 8 h a l i >* * » P*»»« of the lower " 
surface ^ ^ S i ^ T ^ ^ * " V 1 — « *•• «PP« 
fiLSiTSS o1^o«%%JdV^S^sEalV? <}>»• 
bounding a Unit; and fiij the ?h?fii o f tn* Elding 
interior vail. boSSing i £ i t * h t * r i o r 8 U r t a c* * « ? 
• t t ^ - ' Z o ^ ^ S ^ 1 * * " «"«W as 
and Facilities shall consiS J ? t £ E M S £ * S^????0" AraaB 
dssoribed in definitions and conetltS-f !«and '*0 l*itiee 
parts of the Property a! indicated tFi&J?**1 a 1 1 °* the 
Condominium Units, without limitii* £ , : ! * * ' f{0*P t «»• 
forgoing, the Comon^S. S a ^ f f i f f i K } * ? °f * * 
f o j l o w ^ h e t h a r located ^ ^ ^ ^ . ^ g l ^ 
U t i ^ L S ^ B S U J So} B a i l 2a»s i n a l U W B ^ * " * « . supporting walls* floors, *^ ings S p o o f s ? ' •upPorfeB* 
J 
<« driveway*, pacing areas and garages, patios, balconies 
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lawns, sprinkler systems, shrubs, trees, mooring facilities ana 
boat dock, and entrance ways 
(c) any utility pipe or line or system servicing wore than a 
single Unit, including but not United to any cable television 
system, and all ducts, vires, conduits, and other used 
therewith* 
<d) all other parts of the Property necessary or to its 
existenae, maintenance and safety, or normally in common use. or 
•which have been designated as Conunon Areas and Facilities in the 
Nap/ 
(e) all repairs and replacements of any of the foregoing. 
ARTICLE VI 
ALTERATIONS 
For five (5).years following the recordation hereof.' 
Declarant reserves the right to change.the interior design and 
interior arrangement at any unit and to alter the boundaries 
between Units, or. to combine Units, so long as the Declarant owns 
the Unit* so altered or combined,. Any ohangs of the boundaries 
between Units, or any alteration of the; Common Areas shall be 
reflected by an amendment of this Declaration and of tha Mao 
which may be executed by the Declarant alone, notwithstanding tha 
procedures for amendment described in Article XXVII of this 
Declaration, Any ehangs in Uhit size shall be accompanied bv a 
reallocation of fractional interests in Common Area on a square-
footage basis. Ho such ohange shall increase the number of Units 
nor materially alter the boundaries of the Common Areas and 
Facilities nor change the fraction of ownership of Common Areas 
S B J f t J ^ tha non-aiteredPor non^oSbffi 
units without amendment of this Declaration and of the u*n ih^* 
hovavar, that nothino in tnia Artiola VJC shall in»ai*. *•«£.?«* 
or pravant the axarolge of Declarants options to iv™^* « * 
described in Article joext hereof, • • expan* " 
AKWOLB VII ! 
-^.s^BTtaWm OF PURPOSE AND RESTRICTION ON USE 
l. ParpoaeTMPhe purpose of tha Project in to »«•*»< A. 
reeidential houain* ip«M. for Unit £££•? thai? gjgft-
gueete and U M « w , in* to proviso patkina'aj!!!for usi in 
connjotion therewith, alix^ n accords, vlth thl ^ viifoS of' 
- i.?2, Hwtriotiowi on Uea. Tha unit* «nd co&non Areaa 
Faoilitiee shall be used ana oooupied *B harKfter lit*forth. 
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(a) Eaoh of tha tJnlta shall be occupied onlv m » *•*.«*,„.„ 
and for ™ other purpose. Mo business shall b. oporatSd in or 
froa any Chit itself other than tha rental of the t£it • I+!L?5 
subject to applicable sening too business rajuution i J £ S I ' 
ordinances, ltach parking etall ehall be used for thS oSrki™ «. 
storage of one (1) operable, actor vehicl. of * e i S nS l « 2 L * 
than a standard autoaobile or ona ton truck and * £ ™ i?E9 
purpose. The Coaaon Area, and FaoiliJiJTShaU bf^.SS o n l f ^ 
the purposes for which they are intended. nly for 
(b) Rotting eh'all be done or kept in any unit *r in *•** 
coaaon Areas and Facilities which will increase the r a S 1* 
ineuranoe on the building or content* t h . M K , V S V ' 
customarily applioabl* for resiSentXl SSI? or v m r 2 ^ 4 >l 
canoellation of insurance on the building? o? tha Jj2!«2 l n t h e 
thereof, without the prior written oonsSnt of thl S J S « » L t 
Comaittee. No tait owner shall permit anvthlna +o **»«g*nent 
In hie unit Or in the coaaon t£^*$£t8i£ S h i o ^ i e ^ ^ 
lut&rity?* W lBW ° r ****** <* ^ J S S r i S u i 1 l n 
^^^S&^fs&ij^dx^ aes* lMM^' 
oanopy, shutter, etora door or Moreen door) tS h W ? K * " m"ning' 
displayed, be visible or otherwise S p K d Sn thJ'eSe*!^ 
valla or roof of any building or any part thereof «£*£*££* 
outaide of windows or doora. without t h o \ * w ^ U ? r on th9 • 
tha Management Coaaittee. Ho Sign of S ? kilS -^Jnfcvn «?«••«* of 
to the public view on or «St J g residential ffit ,£\fc1,«*'*,N!, 
Area, unlaw it Is for the comaoj g S f i ? H \ u J„J? ™ e ? . T 0 n 
tejffl or° J&JSJ^JS^S? tssr ^ *» 
anything be done therein, either willfully ^ J»«?f htll 
nay toe or becone en annoyance or h u W e tott«9S?!nfc?/]..whld» 
owners or occupants, nuisance to the other Unit (B) Nothing shall be done in any tTnit or <« «„ ^- * ^ 
Coaaon Areas and Facilities which win ?»L?r I? o n o r t 0 th» 
integrity of the building oran? »££ ttSSi '*** f m c t w » l 
structurally change the SuSdiSJ o 7 a ^ a ^ E * w h i o h Would 
otherwise,firovidea h e r e i n . ' y p a r t t h w r B o f •>«"** «a is 
pred ff^^fl«J tf iJtJJf-'i*^ -
srojeot, except pursuant .to rules and re™?*S?5?0n **"•*». tlit 
the Manageaent Coanittee.\! n* relat ions established by 
(g) She Coaaon Areas and facilities >h»n i,- *-
cf «u rubbish, debris and other Si iSwiy'SterUiJr" *n* ° l w w r 
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(h) Ho Admission fees, charges, for use, losses cr ether 
inoome-generatitig arrangement of any type shall be employed or 
entered into with respect to any portion of the Common Areas and 
Facilities without.the prior written consent of tha Management 
Committee. . 
ARTICLE VXZI 
PERSON TO RECEIVE SERVICE Or PROCESS 
The person to receive service of process in the oases 
provided herein or in the Aot is Don J. Anderson, 35 Eaefc 300 
North, Millville, Utah 84326. The said person nay be changed by 
the recordation by the Management Committee of an appropriate 
instrument. • . . • 
ARTICLB XX 
OWNERSHIP AND USE 
1. Ownership'of a Unit. Except yith respect to any of the 
Common Areas and Facilities located within the bounds of a unit 
each Unit owner shall be entitled to the exclusive ownership and 
possession at his-Unit and to the ownership of the undivided 
interest in tha Common Areas and facilities set forth herein. 
2. Mature of and Restrictions on ownership Use. Each unit 
owner shall have and enjoy the rights and privileges of fee 
simple ownership of his unit.- There shall fa« no .requirements 
concerning who may own Units, It being intended that thSv » L »n* 
shall be owned aa any other property rights byperSoneV7 ** 
corporations, partnerships or trusts and in the torn of oem*»n.«» joint tenancy so long as no unit is owned by mJre S a S eij ° K 
parsons or entities. The Unit Owners may lease or rlmt l\Zi* 
Units with their appurtenant rights subject to SerS and 
conditions chosen solely by tha unit owSer and h i ^ i ™ . «„~ u 
that all Unit owners, t&eir tenants andlothS? O S U D I X o* «-!£ 
of the Project, ehall be subject to the. Act? IhJS S5S2atioJ " 
the Bylaws, and all rules and Regulations of the AssooiSioS It 
Unit Owners and Management Committee, *Beooiation of. 
4 » 2; Prohibition against Subdivision of unit. &»»»*- *»*,.** ^ 
in Article VI above, no Unit Owner, by dead £i»* » !S^£.r?vid8d 
shall subdivide or in any manner oausa has un?J \ V t h e m B 6 ' 
into timTsKares or time interval! « i n t o SEJiJS ** •«•»*•©: 
parcel* « * ! * > » the i f f l j t i e^vn^Se Sp?" °* 
A r e a s U S & e l S & f f S the Sffi^SS ?* °r o n • 
identified in' «rtloi•T47^&%22SLWJlI^^!J1,** and 
Areas and. Facilities shall be owned by the un?i ^ 1 * C M M £ n 
in *>«*. HO fractional •em^S^iaE^^^^Sr^i- 52?" 
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and Facilities shall ba saparated froa the Unit to which it 
appertains; and even though not speciflcallymentions* In the 
instrument of transfer, such a traction of undivided ownership 
interest, shell automatically aqcompany the transfer of the Unit 
to which.it relates* A Unit Owner, factional ownership interest in 
the Common Areas and Facilities shall be the. sane for all 
purposes, including voting and assessment of common expanses* She 
fractional otmarsftip interests in the Common Areas i«» m t n t U t 
are sat forth in Exhibit C hereto, except as thav hav h* ^^AATI^A 
porsuant to Article AIM hereof, * s — 
6* Use of Common Areas and Facilities* The Common Areas and 
Facilities shall be used only in a mannjer which is consistent 
with their community nature and with the use restrictions 
applicable to the Units contained in the Project, subject to the 
Declaration and Bylaws* This right of use shall be apportion to 
and run with each unit* 
ARTICLE X -
LIMITED COMMON AREAS 
Bach Unit Owner shall be entitled to the exclusive ».* *~* 
.occupancy of the Limited.Common Areas assigned to his Snit a ^ 
Bhovn on the map, subject, however, to the same rast?in2lLS ™ 
use which apply generally V t h e Qrat j£eS ^nd ?«ilitieS aSd 
to Rules and Regulations to be promulgated bv tha M**««™i!£ • 
LiSeS^on'Si"? S? ?• W « % ^ * S ! toSTS waited Common Areas shall be appurtenant to and eon*?™™.*-.*,... 
ownership of the Unit aeeooUted there^to; and e?J! & 2 J »£2n 
specifically mentioned in the inatruaent of transfw 2w»f? n o t 
automatically past to the grantee or transf ara*^? »,',n£h^K 
fluch right of use shall not fee r a v S a b U " K £ y i t ba ***'• 
voluntarily or involuntarily relinquished, wiSuJabandoned. 
ARTIOlHSft .' 
VQTINS-HHlJifl'IPLB OWNERSHIP 
Wia vote attributable to and exercisable in
 B B N,.„LI .^ 
a Unit shall be the fraction of - « « 5 ! M S S L S U ? ^ 
the coiamon Areaa and Paoilities vhich is a p S K J n t to aSK 
Unit, Iii^e event there is mora than one SSnS «5 . ;?•.!?, 
Unit, the vote .relating to Such unit; shllibf axLoiS^tlcularv 
Owners may dateline, along tfsMtSm.TJt^oSfS'!!" "!!?h 
by any of euoh Owners shall be oonolusively orSsSLS *SnLm!?tin' 
vote attributtbl* to the unit oonoernS u n L S S f r ^ ^ ? * •*?• 
iaaadiately mad* by Knottier owner 5 the alll n£?*0b2w!ion *•• 
euoh an objection Is M d e ^ W j J t ! iwSivS •Eii'.S P* W*P 
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ARTICLE XXI 
MANXGBMEHT 
1. Management Committee, tfha business, property and affaire 
of the-Project shall be managed, operated and maintained by the 
Management Committee as agent for the Unit Owners. The Management 
Committee shall, in connection with its exercise of any of the 
power* delineated in paragraphs (a) through (g) below, constitute 
a legal entity capable of dealing in its own name. The 
Management committee shall have, and is hereby granted, the • * 
following authority and powara* 
(a), the authority, without the vote or consent of the Unit 
OvrnerB or of any other person(s); to grant or create, an such -* 
terms as it deems advisable, utility and similar easements over, 
under, across and through the Common Areas and Facilities; 
<b) the authority to execute and reoord, on behalf of all 
Unit Owrtera, any amendment to the Declaration or Map which has 
been approved by the vote or consent necessary to authorise auch 
amendment ; 
(c) the power to sue and be sued; 
(d) the authority to enter into contracts which in anv wav 
concern the Project*, so long as any vote or consent ot th£ unit 
K"btaiS" y th* subj*ot * a t t e r of th* »**~5\2 
(e) the power and authority to convey or transfer anv* 
interest in real property, so long as any vote or consent * . 
necessary under the circumstances has been obtained; 
(£) the authority to promulgate such reasonable rules, 
regulations, and procedures as may be necessary or desirabii +« 
aid the committee in carrying out any of i g f L S i o S o? t! 
insure that the Project is maintained and used a manner 
consistent with the interests of tha Unit Owners; and 
^•fitJw&iassa.'iiss; vasufrMd to 
Aay instrument executed by the Hana«ein.nfc e«»«.n.».-^  *L. ^  
raoitaa 'ttttti yhioh, « true, woSd StlBHh t K S i ? ^ 
povar and authority, to aooonpUah throuX a u o h i L S E S ^ * . , 
purported to b. ' I O W M * UtttfS, X u SSaSSiSiS W h a t l" 
••tabliafc said power and authority In favor of S S S L *. / 
9ood faith- and for valu. raffe* upon •3d!ngrJ8UE? ,cm who i n 
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2» Composition of. Management Committee, The Committee shall 
be composed of three (3) members, eaoh elected for a two-year 
term« At the first Owners meeting on* of the members shall be 
elected for only a on© year term so that elections and vacancies 
oan bo staggered. At eaoh regular owners1 meeting, Committee 
member* shall be elected for any vacant positions. Except for 
the initial. Management Committee, only Unit Owners ana officers 
and agents shall be eligible for Committee membership. At the 
annual .fleeting, the Owner (a) of eaoh Unit shall be entitled to 
one (I) vote for each seat to be filled. Said votes may be voted 
in favor of as many candidates, for Committee membership as the 
Owner(s) desire, or ray be cumulated and!vote for a lesser number 
at candidates; provided, however, that until annual Owners1 
meeting to be held in September. 2003, or until all Units owned' • 
by Declarant have been sold, whichever occurs first, Declarant 
alone shall be entitled to select the Committee members. 
Any Committee mettber who fails on three (3) successive 
occasions, to attend committee, meetings (whether regular or * 
special) or who has not attended at least seventy-five percent 
(73) of all Committee meetings (whether regular or special) held 
during any twelve. (12) month period shall automatically forfeit 
his seat. In the event a.Committee seat becomes vacant, whether 
by reason.of forfeiture or due to.another cause, the remaining 
Committee members shall elect a replacement to sit on the 
Committee until the expiration of the term for which the fcember 
being replaced was elected. Unless he forfeits or otherwise loses 
his seat as herein provided, a member shall serve on the 
Committee until his.successor is elected and qualifies. Committee 
members small be reimbursed out of common expense assessments for 
all expenses reasonably incurred in connection with Committee * 
businsss, but shall receive no additional compensation for their 
services as committee members* 
3. Responsibility I The Management Committee shall be 
responsible for the control; operation and management of the 
Project in accordance with the provisions of the Act/ this 
Declaration, such administrative, management and operational 
rules and regulations as it may. adopt from time to time as herein 
provided, and all agreements and -determinations lawfully made and 
entered into by said Committee. : . 
4.'Approval Resulted, Ekoept with respect to expansion of 
the Project by Declarant under Artiole XXXI hereof, whig* mav be 
accomplished without approval of the Management Committee* the 
• Management Committee shall not, without the prior favorable vote 
or the written consent of.xthm Owners of a majority interest in 
the undivided ownership orttie. Common Area, have the authority to 
purchase or sell any real property or add any property to. the 
Common Area*. 
5* Additional Facilities. The Management Committee shall, 
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subject to any necessary approval
 f have the authority to provide 
such facilities, ..in addition to those for which provision has 
already been made, as it nay deem to be in the best interests of 
the unit owners and to effeot the necessary amendment of 
documents and »*ps in connection therewith* 
.6* Name'* The Management Committee shall be known as the 
SPINNAKEH POINT Management Committee •. 
7* Manager* The Committee may carry out through a Projeat 
Manager any of its functions which are properly the subject of 
delegation• Any Manager so engaged shall, be an independent 
contractor.and not an agent or employee bf the Committee, shall 
be responsible for managing the Project for the benefit of the -
committee and the unit owners, and shall, to the extant permitted 
by law and the terms of the agreement with the committee
 t be 
authorized to perform any of the functions or acts raquired or * 
permitted to be performed by the Management Committee itself* Any 
agreement for professional management of the Project or any other 
contract providing for services of the Declarant which may.be 
entered into by the Management Committee or the Association shall 
call for a term not exceeding three (3) years and shall provide 
• that suon management agreement may be terminated by the 
Management committee or by the Association without cause and 
• without payment of a termination fee upon, not in excess of 
ninety (90) days, written notice. 
» 
EAfEMBHM 
1« Each Unit, shall be subject to such elements as may be 
necessary for the installation, maintenance, repair or 
replacement of any common Areas and facilities located within the 
boundaries of such Unit or reasonably accessible only through 
suoh unit* 
2• in the event that, by reason of ihe construction, 
reconstruction, settlement or shifting of any part of a buliaina 
any part of the Common Areas and Facilities encroaches or Shall 
hereafter encroach upon any part" of any Unit or any part of anv 
Unit encroaches.or shall hereafter encroach upon any part at the 
Common Areas and Facilities or any othor unit, valid eaeamente 
tar Such encroaohmant and the maintenance of such encroachment 
are hereby established and shall exist for t h T b w S ^ f f f i 
Unit and the.cow»on Areas and facilities, as tbe case mav be so 
long aa all or a w part of tho' building containing any such Unit 
shall remain standing* provided, however, that in no event «h*ii 
a yelid easement for shy encroachment be'eXX«d in tlyltof S v 
Unit ownar or in favor of ^ ho Unit 0vn* w as owners of the ceSEL 
Areas and FaoiUtie* 11 au^Twioroaohmont o c c S r S dSi to th! 
willful conduct of auoh UnitWner or Owners occurring aftarVa 
date on which this Declaration i« recorded! oocurrin* *rtir th* 
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ARTICLE XIV 
. CHAKQB IH OWNERStttF 
Ihe Management committee shell maintain up-to-date records 
Showing thtt name, of each owner, tha address at such Owner, and 
the Unit which is owned by him. in the event of any transfer of a 
fee or undivided fas interest in * Unit either transferor or 
transfera* shall furnish the Hanagament Committee with evidence 
establishing that the transfer* has ooourred and that the Deed or 
other instrument accomplishing tha transfer is of reoord in tha 
office of the County Recorder of the county where the Proleot is 
located, The Kanagefcent Committee nay fofc all purposes act and 
rely on* the information concerning Owners and Unit Ownership 
which is thus acquired by it or, at its option, the Management" * 
Committee may act and rely on current ownership information 
respecting any unit or units which is obtained from the office of 
the County Recorder of the county where tha Project is located 
Tha address of an Owner shall be deemed to ba tha address of the 
Unit owned, by such Owner unless the Ittanagement Committee la 
otherwise advised. An Owner who fails to so furnish the above 
information shall continue to be liable for monthly assessments • 
of common expanses even after transferring ownership of the Unit* 
A B M O M XV . 
• ASSESSMENT 
i 
Every Unit owner shall pay his proportional simra of tha 
Common Expenses. Payment thereof ehall.be in eueh amount* and at 
fl?2? & B ™ ? 8 the Hanaflament Committee determine* i n accordance 
with the Aot, the.Declaration or the Bylaw*. There .hall be a 
lien for nonpayment of Common Expenses as provided in the.. Aot. : . 
In assessing Unit Owners for capital improvements, no 
assessment for a single improvement in the nature of a capital 
expenditure exceeding the sun of Ten ThoiuBand Dollars 
($10,000.00) Bhall be made without the ease having been first 
«°S5 di^ t t n* approved by at least a majority at the Project's 
undivided ownership interest, J * • 
ARTICLE XVI 
DESTRUCTION OR DAMAGE 
In t)ie~event of destruction of or damage to part or all o# 
the improvement©^ the Condominium Projeot; the prooeduree at 
this seotion shall apply. .* . ' P r ™ « ™ « « «t 
(a) If the proeeade of the Insurance maintained by the 
Management committee are alone sufficient to repair or 
reconstruct the damaged or destroyed improvement,, such repair or 
reconstruction shall be carried out, l ' "pair or 
(b) If less than eevanty-f Ive peroent (75) of the Project* s 
fly\ ienetAlpAig*' T S M 4 H * U 
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improvements are destroyed or substantially damaged,, and if 
proceeds of the insurance maintained .by the Committee are not 
alone suf f iciant to accomplish repair or reconstruct ion 
restoration shall be carried out and all of the Unit owners shall 
be aaeeaeed for any deficiency on the basis of their respective 
appurtenant percentage* of undivided ownership interest in the 
Common Areas and Facilities, said assessment becoming a lien on 
the Units as provided in the Act. 
(o) if seventy-five percent (75) of the Project1 s 
improvements are destroyed or substantially damaged/ and if 
proceeds of the insurance maintained by the Management Committee 
are not alone sufficient to accomplish restoration and if the -
unit owners within one hundred (100) days after the destruction < 
or damage by a vote of at least seventy-five percent (75) of the 
entire undivided ownership interest in the Common Areas and 
Facilities of the Proj eat elect to repair or reconstruct the 
affected improvements, restoration shall be accomplished in the 
manner directed under subsection (b) above% 
t&) If seventy-five percent (75) or more of the Project1 s 
• improvements are destroyed or Substantially damaged, if proceed* 
of the insurance maintained by the Committee are insufficient to 
accomplish restoration, and if the Unit Owners do not, vithin one 
hundred (100) days after the destruction or damage and by a vote 
of at least seventy-five percent (75). of 'the entire undivided 
ownership interest in the Common Areas and Facilities of the 
Project, elect to repair or reconstruct the affected 
improvements, the Management Committee shall pronqptly record with 
the County Recorder of the county where the Project is located a 
notice setting forth such facts, upon the recording of such 
notice the provisions of subseotions. (l);through (4) of section 
57-8-31, Utah Code Annotated,, shall apply, and shall govern the 
rights of all parties having an interest, in the Project or any of 
the Units* ! • •• " . * • 
(e) Any reconstruction or repair which is required to be 
carried out by this section shall be accomplished at the instance 
and direction of the Management. Cowaitteei Any determination 
which i» required to be made by thia section regarding the extant 
of damage to or destruction of Project improvements shall be made 
U ZOllQVSI 
Tha Hanacftittant Committee shall select three (3) iDDraisarat 
each appraiser than independently estimate the percentage of 
• project iaprovenents which have been destroyed or substantially 
dBaaoed;. the percentage vhloh governs the application of the 
proyiiioM of this seotion^hajl be the median of the three (31 * 
estimates* j . 
ARTZCU XVII .„* 
TAXES f.V 
<~S 
e i i i U t i ^ M . n A 1 . 4 . i r -**'r 
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j^^st iLs^rsss ia^ iS&p^^*^ «»*< **•«»•* i * * 
Facilities in- the Project, ia d e w e d . ^ r S ^ * ™ ? *" 
separate aeeesuaent and taxation bJ e M ? 8 l a?d 8 u tyc t to 
"Pjoiel dietriot for all t S e " 5 f ^ a ^ » ^ ! ! f i n 2 U n " « * Dnit Owner will, according? pay ^ l ^ 0 * 1 " * b y !**• Bach 
^ J ^ » » y *• m e * * agaS& ffi ffit^HftSL?* and "»U ***•» 
and charges vhicb may beooae liene Srior *« £{ aBB«saaent* 
ehall relate only to the individual ^ i * 2L?n3ri*1?!t ««tg a g a 
aeeeecea and not to the Reject 2 , ^ & l e * a t w h l o h ^ •*• 
ARTICL8 XVIII' 
IWSUHANCS 
^ o i i n i u ^ ^ « t l r e I 
ehall be aialntaW sSch p e l i c V ^ S T S ^ " " a n a » » « i t i e . ) 
extended coverage endoreenent including *deb*i« 1 5 * *?" "P^ial 
demolition, vandaliea, Balidiour SachL* Sft.*?*10™1' OOBt °* 
damage, and auch other riska Ik anZfZtz^Tt wlnd»fc©ra, w»ter 
reepebt to condSainiS Jro£c£ %$jE^J^JW««*to 
oonatruotion. location, and S i . 2 J ZlrtJS* ***}*<* in 
fI2ri?K.COVMra?8•<* * WPlJoSSat oeJt S . i H n ^ n P*11^ »h»11 leas than one hundred percent nnn*» -» if 8^ ln a n aaount not 
SJB2t,TJr? (ba88d !K?!U2^oS,ftJL^w^•^«' 
inolude an "agreed Amount Endorsement* «~ fi* Buoh policy
 Bh t t l l 
neoeaeary or appropriate, an •inc?aa«d ? lt* •bivalent; and if 
Sndoreemenf or i t i equivalent. Coflt at Con|rt*u«fcion 
»achinery insurance policy, said ineuranS !fd^orni °* »»il»r and 
S!^1?* cov«»06 in the aaount of Jirtv S?A!hali' H8 * niniwua, (*M,oo«.joj|) per aooidenrpS locatffi ******** » .U«i ' ' 
an area having special f Sod haaSSe Ld 2h^bft? **v.iop»«nt „ 
Jnnwrahoe has been.
 Mda av3labl! S d S t5i „K** o f f l ° o d insurance Act,, a ' blartiet' beiiov Sr5L t5*,N* t lon*l Flood 
condoainiwa Project I S f l bf§bSiSd JSd,»i?,lftfnw °« S e 
aaount of coverage, afforded bvau^wS?? S ^ f i a * . the winimua 
of the aaxiaua aSoiat 3 ^ S ^ ^ & ^ l S > l ^ ^ 
spinnaker point ie .. . ** A c t i 
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or the aggregate of tha unpaid principal baianco- ~* *u 
- Mortgages affecting the Individual Unite s««v £!-,?* t h? 
the form at th. standard policy^eeued & E S - K 1 1 ? ^ 1 1 b* *» 
Flood insurers Association or In tha*oK 2 5 ^ 9 , ? ' ^National 
. th* criteria M t i W W 2y ^ ^ ^ ^ 
a K s & s f f ^ - s ^ «• 
ss&ssi sssr^- ' ^ &^W2&
 s ^ 
• * ™ ^ 8 £ ^ ^ 
provide that any proceeds shall be baldt^ S i 1 ^ * * *n*°™«»d to-
Committee or the Association of DniE cLlL 5* K*n*ff«»nt 
banef i t of Mortgagees as thei?interest ZL'°V t h a u " a n d 
otherwise endorse! to fully p r o 2 c t ^ e ^ 2 L ! p r a r - o r B h s i l *•• 
rn addition, the mortgagee clause sftal! 5 ^ 2 2 * 1 ! ^ H«*gagses. 
insurance carrier shaIl?notifv each £*$*£°vide that the , 
days in advance of the effeotLe dat? lt*T* *5 U ? 8 t •*** (60) 
cancellation of the policy? * *°y reduction in or • • 
* p r n l i l ^ S ! ^ ^ any 
restore damage in lieu of Inking\ S ; « t « J ^ t 0 * l w t fc° 
shall not be exercisable if i t L iS I M S I S - ^ ' Buob Wion 
coverage against dishonest act! oJ S r J l S f? * o r o s *i<»»lity 
employees of managers), trustees?
 e S ? o S °* »?"»?•*« (and* 
members, or volunteers responsible for & ' 4ottie***> Committee 
to or administered by thTKgemtnJ c o m ^ S ^ * " * 0 longing ' 
XJ* TO"' The *i«kity bond9S L u S f ^ L ? ? " A«Wiation of 
Association ae the obligee or i r i s u S K S V ? * 1 1 n*»>« the 
amount sufficient to aMort the K e S l ' ^ 1 1 u *?***« in an 
but in no event less than o n e i n S S ? ? seasonably neoessarv 
Project'a estimated annujl ^ SaJSiS^S" 5 t l n « &>*) the ^ ' 
appropriate endowment to th! JouL XTt an< * « « Y „ , An 
persons'wh.o_serve without compensationi? L«* "??***<* ** ooVer 
otherwise wver .volunteers. fflpenBatlon » the policy would not 
A s s o o i a t ^ ' S i ^ S M j j f W * • * * * • or 
comprehensive poHoy 9 S%SS liSbiiiJ^}"** nfli***in In f6„e a 
of the Common Araaa and t f f i i t i « i , i £V n a u t R n o a covering all 
•tvwiMlity. of interest JSrSeSn? 2 }«"«*«>?• »haU SJiSji
 a 
•hail preclude the tMnSttESfiti: %$&$ j S f t T 
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because of negligent acts at other owners, the Hanagement 
Committee, or the Association of Unit Ownara.. Xh* coverage 
afforded by much public liability insurance shall include 
protaction against water damage liability, liability for non-
owned and hired automobiles, liability for property of other*, 
garage-keeper1 s liability (if applicable) ., and such other risks 
as customarily are covered with resoeot to condominium projects 
similar to tha Project in construction, location, and use* The 
limits of liability undo? such Insurance shall not be less than 
One Million Dollars ($l,ooo,ooo,OD) for all claims for personal 
injury, death and/or property damage arising out of a single 
occurrence. Liability insurance covering the association 
directors and officers against wrongful I acts as defined in such 
insurance policies shall also be procured insuring the 
Association for Its obligation to indemnify the Management 
Committee members for liability arising from service to the 
Association. 
4. General Requirements concerning Insurance* Each insurance 
policy maintained pursuant to the foregoing Article XVIll
 t 
Boot ions i. through 3» shall be written by an insurance carrier 
which is licensed to transact business in the State of Utah and ' 
which.has a financial rating by Best/ a Insurance Reports of 6+ or 
better for General Policy Holders Rating and X for Financial size 
. Rating, No such policy shall be maintained where I 
(a) under the terms of the carrier1'* charter, bylaws or 
policy, contributions may be required from, or assessments may be 
made against, a Unit Owner, a Mortgagee, the Management 
Committee, the Association of unit owners, a if nit, the Common 
Areas, or the Projects 
(b) by the terms of the carriers charter, bylaws, or policy, 
loss payments are contingent upon action by the carrier's board 
o£ directors, policyholders, or membersi 
. (b) the policy includes any limiting clauses (other than 
insurance conditions) which could prevent the party entitled from 
collecting insurance proceeds or 
(d) tha policy provides that the insurance thereunder shall 
be brought into contribution with insurance purchased by the 
lhdividual Unit Owners or their Mortgagees. 
Bach sjjdh policy shall provide thati \ 
(a) coverage shall not be prejudiced by any aot or neglect 
of the Unite owners when such aot or neglect is not within the 
control of the AseoaiationN>f unit Owners or the Management 
Committee ^ 
(b) coverage shall not be prejudiced by any aot by the 
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. Association or Cowaaifctaa to imply'with out «»*«««.,.' - ,,,.. 
• with regard to any portion of the Project ov^fh»y»«n<1|-ti?n 
and committee have no wntrcla F r ° 3 6 0 t o v « » • Association 
(ol coverage way not be canceled or substantially »^4*x ,, 
(including cancellation for nonpatent of prSiu* wiJLnS*1!iea 
least eixty («0) Clays prior writtin ««*?„.! " " witl»&Ut at 
»»«tb^Li-iU^ »J SSS« "JSA0.^ JES^.JS*-
5.v. i?4Wyffj±r.au«s.<L3&ffii-*» —* • 
Management Committee, any Unit owner «nS/a2 JJl?"' t n * 
agents employee* or'tenanS, , R i S S e n V i t i £ l 2 P i ! B t i v 2 
ffired;in8Uran06 °r UP°n *'™^&'1^&^%%^ 
othar reason, any-of tha insurant courage ra^iraS 4Q PL a n y 
obtainad and aaintainad undar s«frH«n. t 2? "Wxraa to b* 
Article XVIII c a n n o t ^ I S S i f S S a J A 'tffi ' • °* ^U 
ooyeraja the Association oS tK S i l S ^ i h l i ^ o b J f f ^ J? auc* 
maintain such substitute, d i f f e r e n t o r „ n . , I l °**»1» and 
.reajonahle and prudent ^ S ^ S S S ^ S ^ ^ * 
. ARTICLE XIX ; 
PAVKENT OF EXPENSES . ' 
allooa'ted^tSn^S ^JS&JSWEl*! • * » • * * . . hie 
tha Project, upon th* terSS, at tta^i»2 ^„w?!)*!? *n* °»« t t t« 
herein provided without any'deduction" on'.222J£ *$* a m * r • 
or claim which the Owner may haSfaSiSst 2 K - °* * n y . flet-°** 
Committee or:Association, i f the u S t X n e r ^ h K 5 T ? ? n ! 
installment within ten (10) days 3 fch?ti£/Si & 1 1 t o *** a n y 
beow.ee due, the Owner shall pay internet ?Se«on S \ S S M . 
eighteen parotnt (18) per annumfr"5 W d S T w h e n J«X* * f t t e o f 
installment' shall become due to the^datj• o f ^ a y Z t thereof. 
a. fhe cash requirements above referred t«i *«» . - u 
or portion of the year, are hereby drtai iS i ^ £ ? i • £ o h . / M P ' 
to Include an adequate reserve fuSd for a a i n S J . ^ 1 1 b* ?"*»** 
replacement of those Common Ar^S a n i ^ S S S S S ^ t S S ' t 8 n d 
replaced ^ n a periodic basis, nlua «»«£ . i l i ? ? ***** Wttflt b e 
ManagementVoaSitteS f r S t i a e t o t i ! ? e S a T H - ^ ? m a a , t h f t judgment, i s t c 1 « paid by a l l thetoELX*il J?*6?11!?*' l t t **« 
existence to e n a b l e d ZSmSt c S X e l t o ^ l ^ S f 1 ft. 
expenses and outlays of the Management commit ted III ! ? t l " l t ! d 
•ucfo yaar, growing 6ut ofN>r in c W a o t t o n v i f £ « £ 2 ? f loss o f 
and operation of Such I n A ^ i S ^ ^ i ^ J ^ ^ S ^ ^ 
may include, among other thiSga, tha 'cost S?Mn!2SiS!Z v h l o h ,*w 
a.ea.aments, fire, caaualty, " o o d r t t d S l ? y ? p W 
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and other insurance premiums, oohnaon lighting, landscaping and 
tha care of tha grounds, repairs, and-renovation© to Common Areas 
and Facilities; snow removal, wages, all utility services (exdept 
telephone, electricity, gas, water and other services which are 
separately billed or metered to the individual Units.by the 
utility or party furnishing suoh service), legal and accounting 
feee, managemant fees, expenses and liabilities incurred by the 
Management Committee under or by reason of this Declaration, the 
payment of any deficit remaining from the previous period, the 
creation of a reasonable contingency or other necessary reserve 
or surplus fund/ as veil as all other costs and expenses relating 
to the Condominium. Project. The Management Committee may, from 
time to time# up to the close of the year for which such cash 
requirements have been BO fixed or determined, increase or 
diminish the amount previously fixed or determined for such year. 
It may include in the cash requirements for any year, any 
. liabilities or items of expense'which accrued or beoas* payable 
in the previous year, or which might have been included in the 
cash requirements for a previous year, tut vera not included 
therein; and also any sums which the Management Committee may ' •, 
deem necessary or prudent to provide a reserve against 
liabilities or expenses then accrued: or thereafter to accrue 
although not payable in that year. 
3. Uta portion payable with respect to each Unit in and for 
each year or for a portion of a year shall be a sum equal to the 
aggregate amount of such cash requirements for such year, or 
portion of year, determined as aforesaid, nultiplied by the 
fraction of undivided inter est. in the Common Areas and Facilities 
appurtenant to such unit, ae Shown in Exhibit c. suoh 
assessments, together with any additional sums accruing under 
this Declaration, shall be payable quarterly in advanca, or any 
such payments and installments as shall be provided by the 
Management Committee. .The monthly Share Initially attributable to 
each Unit is set forth on Exhibit c and constitutes the initial 
assessment. A sum equal to the initial monthly assessment for two 
months is to be. paid by the Initial purchaser at the time of 
purchase. The foregoing is only an estimate, however, and may be 
revised by the Management Committee as experience is accumulated, 
.4, The Management Committee shall have discretionary powers 
to prescribe the manner of maintaining and operating the 
Condominium Project and to determine the' cash requirements of the 
Project to be paid as aforesaid by the Owners under this 
Declaration. Every audi reasonable determination, by the 
Management Committee within the bounds of the Act and this 
Declaration shall be final and conclusive as to the owner* and 
any expepdituree made by the Management committee, vithin tha 
bounds of'tfa Aot and this-declaration shall as against the Owner 
be deemed necessary and properly made for such purpose* 
Si If an Owner shall at any ttoa let or sublet his tmit and 
SpinnaJcer Point id \ 
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fihall default for a period of one (1) month in the payment of any 
- assessments,- the Management Committee nay, at its option/ so long 
as such default shall continue, demand and receive from any 
tenant, or flubtaiiant of the Ovner occupying the Unit so much of 
the rent due or becoming due and payable as is necessary to cure 
said default and the payment of such rent to the Management 
Committee shall he sufficient payment and discharge at such 
tenant or subtenant and the owner to the extont of the amount so 
• paid. • " 
I ES?h ?tf6eB8»ent and each epeoial assessment *h«n »,» 
separate, distinct and-personal obligations of tffoJSSii** 
.. the Unit against which the same i."«e«ed at S « ^1*1$ ot 
assessment is made and shall be colleatiSle as such «,%£h? 
recover.a money judgment or unpaid C o S Bxp^ns« i-v i^ *° -
. maintained without foreclosure or waiving thS^Vf!- ?2y **^ 
hereafter) securing the same, tt no? paid S e n l £ ' r H ' 
- any assessment, whether regular or spwiaVf^MeMad^ 0 ?T& °* 
Plus interest at eighteen percent (18%) per Inntl L-2-*«*nlt 
aotion and reasonable attorney's fees, sSall £2^4* -*?f 0f 
such unit upon recordation of a notice thereof « ^L?i'3 i*on 
Act. Ohe said lien for nonpaymentof c o X ™«T,ErX!!& b£ tha 
Priority over all other li^s and e n c ^ r a n 3 e ^ r ^ ^ ! S a U h*Ve 
- unrecorded, except only tax. and speoiaTaB»f«S».«!°?Tdta or 
unit in favor of any aSsassin?uSt, £ ^ciaTol.trtSt'.0* ^ 
Jointly J5 ^ e r ^ K i ^ ^ ffi» * 
assessments against the latter for his limtl J ? / U Un]pald 
expenses up to the ti»e of the gtant or S S ? e v L « * !?ST\. 
prejudice to the grantee' a rights to rwev** J~S9ZuWltll0Ut 
amounts paid by the grantee! Howevsr 1 ™ I f . £xcm ttft cantor the 
entitled'to a Statement f"» t S SJao2^J U2 h ***ntw "h*u ** 
setting forth the amounts of t K u H S -!L H a n a g! t t w t C»»»lttaa 
grantor, and such gSantSS shall n K liablS"?^" **li5«t *»• 
Unit conveyed be sublect to a lien f£. anv & £ « J nor , h» x i « » 
against the grantor ln excess of the aftoSt w t forth!*"'"*^ ' 
outstanding with respect 5 a" ?nit stall be SIS0? *P*™** *»w 
Management Committee'and the OwnersflJ*"-b* °<*°lusiva upon tha 
indebtedness on the date orthT;Sti 8ioiti h f t^T n t Qf ««»» 
P«:eon» .who, rely theraon in oood tHH !;2* in **vpr of all 
shall be furnished to any OvSeTor *£,'J£* iuoh °«rtifioate 
Owner or encumbranoeea'of T ^ t ^ S S ^ " ™ * ^ 
• initially-mb to exceed ten dollars rsiaE"? *™ ? w»«onabl« feft 
• for a certificate of indebtedness shall il0*' ? n l , M tha.tamest 
J« JM) days, M-xmiSSS-JS^JSSPi^ wit**it2JJ 
to tha data off making off aooh SsiHfeeh?i» i0* biqM* *»« P*io* 
tha U « B or intaraat hald by\J ob£inS*ii & « * « M M t t < £ 
requaat. Any enoumbrana. X W . % W * S W 
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tv 
a vay as to diminish the insurance Brotentinn v.«„«r,»,.i i. ». 
afforded to the parties design**to be tltit^JW^K*0 ** 
fa i l to aaintai / the i a - u t J T ^ i y K o ^ *° 
3. .Any Mortgagee shall h*ve the riaht. ** I*« - . i. 
expense and upon reasonable notice? to £itti£« & ! ll*£*Bb 2 n d 
records of the Management C o m i S , or ^ ^ g o o L t i S n ' . ? ^ <-
Ovners, or of the Condo»iniu» Project. P ^ . S r i S * : ^ ! ? n i t 
Mortgagee makes written roquest to the M a h a ^ S t ^ S E i S * t l a t t • 
. Association shall furnish to such MortgaSSe922SiL «rf/ f cu* ? r 
operating reports and other reports or SlitlS«2 !,! 0 f ? U ? h a t m u s l 
reflecting the financial positfra o ^ i s t o r v £ S T * * 1 ^ ? ? r 
P»ojeot as aay he preparedfor d i a S i k « + ^ * t b a "onooainiuni 
co^i t tee , the Asewl t t to t « t h f u o i ^ « S . ° r " " b y t b a 
£^fM^ Jhan .' * 
suoh reserve, to be funded by regular toonthiv ^ ^ e h l l U ? a u s * 
a s s e n t s , against the o„iti ^ l ^ £ t t £ $ * & t 
• H a n a g e m ^ S ^ " * * * *> **« " 
.writing in tha .vent that thara occure any 8JLathJfd?t9*fl5" l n 
any taking or anticipated condemnation^ of' far£L°£ l o " t o» o r 
involving an amount In excess of? S r e a L i b i v ^ - t ? ^ ° 5 **•*• in excess of *«n thousand Dollars rtiKKoofi f 5 f t w t o b« 
involving an amount in excels of or reaeb«»Mi'- f J *b2 * n v P n l * 
exoees of One thousand dollars <Moo"o?" HMS?**" 1 . . *? ^ i n 
given within ten (10) days after tha M»ni™f«? 2 0 t 1 ?* »h«Ube 
Association learns of suoh damSefioM ^ 3 5 ™ 2*"1!?*? o r * • » 
oondeanation. »»«•»*, loss, taking or anticipated 
6. Nothing contained in this Deolarafcio*, flh.i i . 
Owner, or any other party, priority overTanv 2 < K l ! l v t ? **** 
Mortgagee pursuant to i t s Mortgage in the SLf 1^* 8 2f * ? l m 
to suqh unit Owner of insurant S o X e S ^ %J>* B «J*1»*ta»tion 
for. losses to or a t a k i n g o f c i i f f i n i S 5 £ i £ n & t l o n a w u * 8 
Areaa and Facil it ies.- ^"wminiua units and/or common 
7. In the event another provision or mm,** „•
 4 , , 
Declaration cover the same subject n a t t S ll lltiVJ5i", 
provisionrbr, clause in this Artini* 5 4.*! M l ? Y l t t l *» *ny 
which reauItS ^ t h e g^eitelt prot«tUn 2 3 S E ^ V * c U ™ » ' 
subjict ooncerned; BXCBW 1 t h " £ . 2 5 ^ " ' J M * *• «>• • 
orunits p u r s u ™ ' t o ^ H c S ^ «s d i v l 8 4 °* 
«Hp,nBlon o£ the Project tmSkX gg&$$ J B E J £ 
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expand under Article xxxi hereof, which may be accomplished . . 
without consent of any Mortgagee, no .amendment to thl8 Article XX 
which hae the effect of diminishing the right*/ protection or 
security afforded to Mortgagee shall be accompliihfld or effective 
unless ell of the Mortgagee* of the individual Unite have givfen 
their prior written approval to'such amendment* Any amendment to 
this Article, xx shall be accomplished by an instrument executed 
by the Management Committee and filed for record in the office of 
the County Recorder of the county where the Project ia located, 
in any such instrument an offlcar of the Management Committee 
shall certify that any. prior written approval of mortgagees 
required by thie Artioio XX ae a condition to amendment has bean 
obtained* 
" • • " ' * . * 
ARTICLE XXI 
EMINENT DOMAIH . • • % 
• In the event that eminent domain proceedings are commenced 
against the Project or any portion thereof, the provisions of 
B7-8-33#«, utah Code Annotated shall apply. The Hanagemant 
Committse. shall give written notice of suoh proceedings to all 
Mortgagees of record* Ho first lien priority of any Mortgagee 
aha 11 be diminished or otherwise disturbed by virtue of suoh 
proceedings, • 
ARTICLE XXIX' 
MAINTENANCE [ 
* 
It Each, owner of a Unit at his own expense shall Keep the 
interior of such a unit and.its equipment appurtenances in good 
. order, condition and rapair and in a clean and sanitary 
condition, and shall, do all redecorating and painting which may 
at any time be necessary to maintain the good appearance of such 
Unit* Except to the unit that the Management Committee on behalf 
or all Unit owners is protected by insurance against such injury, 
the unit Owner shall repair all injury or damages to the Unit, 
building or buildings caused.by the act!, negligence.or 
carelessness of the unit Owner, or that of any tenant br subtenant 
or any member of the Unit Owner* s family or of the family of any 
tenant or subtenant or any agent, employee or guest of the owner 
or his tenant or subtenant and ell such repairs, redecorating and 
painting shall be of a.quality and kind equal to the original 
work. In addition to decorating and keeping the interior of the 
. Unit in g^od repair, the Unit Owner shall be responsible for the 
maintenance, or replacement of all. windows and other glass 
contained in *uo£ Unit, and any heating equipment, hot water 
equipment or plumbing fixtures that may be used exclusively by 
the Unit* Each Unit Owner shall be entitled to the exclusive use 
and possession of the Lltdted Common Areas appurtenant to his 
. Unit provided,. however, ta^t without the written permission of 
the Management Committee fifat had and obtained, a Unit Owner 
Spinnaker Point 2& 
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shall not make or permit to fee made any structural alteration/ in 
or to the unit or in or to the exterior of the building, and. 
shall not paint or decorate any portion of the exterior of the 
Unit or of the building in which the Unit is located. 
2. . Except as hereinafter provided/ the Management Committee 
shall provide for such maintenance and operation of the Common 
Areas and Facilities as nay be reasonably necessary to keep thea 
clean, functional, attractive and generally in good condition and 
repair* The Management Committee shall have no obligation 
regarding maintenance or care of Units* 
ARTICLE XXIII 
BIGHT.OP ENTRY 
The Hanagement Committee and its <£uly Authorized scents 
shall have the right to enter any and all of the Units In caee.of 
an emergency originating in or threatening such Unit or any otlier 
part of the Project, whether or not the Unit Owner or oooupant 
thereof is present at the time. The Committee and its duly. 
authorized agents shall also have the right to enter into any and 
all of said Units at all reasonable tines as required for the 
purpose of. malcing necessary repairer upon the Common Areas, and 
Facilities of the Project or for the purpose of performing 
emergency installations, alterations or repairs to the mechanical 
or electrical devices or installations located therein or 
thereon; provided, however, Such.emergency installations, 
alterations or repairs are neoessary to prevent damage or 
threatened damage to other Units in th^ Project/ and provided 
further, that the. Unit Owner affected by 8uoh entry shall first 
to. notified thereof .if available and if time permits> 
ARTICLE XXIV 
ADMINISTRATIVE RULES AND REGULATIONS 
The Hanagement Committee shall have the power to adopt and 
establish by resolution, suoh project management and operational 
rules as it may deem necessary for the maintenance, operation, . 
management and control of the Project, JThe committee may, from 
time to time by resolution, alter, amend and repeal such rulea* 
When a copy of any amendment or. alteration or provision for 
repeal of any rule or rules has been, furnished to the unit 
OVners, such amendment, alteration or provision shall be taken to 
be a part of such rules..Unit Owners shall at ell times obey suoh 
rules and see that they are faithfully observed by those persons 
over wb<$vthey have or may exercise control and supervision, it 
being understood that such rules shall apply and be binding upon 
all units owners, tenants, subtenants or other occupants.of the 
Units. 
• • • ' S \ • ' '• 
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• . . . - . ARTXCH *JCV 
OBLIGATION TO COMPLY HEREWITH 
Bach Unit owner, tenant, subtenant or othar occupant of a 
Unit ahall comply with the proviaiona of the Act, this 
Declaration, tha Bylaws, and tha rulas and regulations of tha 
Management Committea, all agreements and determination* lawfully 
mads.and/or entered in to by tha Management Committee or tha Unit 
Owners, whan acting in acoordanca with their authority, and any 
failure to comply with any of tha provisions thoraof shall ba 
grounds for an notion by tha Management Committee or other 
aggrieved party for injunctive relief or) to recover any loss or, 
damage resulting therefrom, including.coats.and reasonable . 
attorney's fees. . 
ARTIC&E XXVI . . 
IHDEKNIFICATIOH 0» HANAdEMBNT COMMITTEE 
Each member of tha Management committee shall be indemnified 
and held harmless by tha Association Of unit Owners againit all 
. coate, expenses and liabilities whatsoever, including, without 
limitation, attorney1 e fee* reasonably incurred by bin in 
.connection with any proceeding in which he may bacon© involved by 
reason of his being or having been a member of said Committees 
provided, however, the foregoing.indemnification shall not apply 
it the loss, expense or liability involved resulted from the 
willful misconduct or gross negligence of the member. 
ARTiqLB XXVII 
AMENDMENT 
in addition to the amendment previsions contained in Article 
VI and Article xxxi hereof ,* and subject to tha terms of Article 
XX, this Declaration and/or the Hap may be amended upon the 
affirmative vote or approval and consent- of owners having 
ownership of not less.than 66*66 percent et the undivided 
interest in the common Areas and Facilities Any member so 
authorized shall be accomplished by recordation of en instrument 
executed by the Kanacement committee, In-said instrument the 
Committee shall oertify that the vote or consent required by this 
Article *XX\£I has occurred* notwithstanding any othar provision 
contained herein^ until occurrence of either at the event* 
referred to in Article xxix hereof, no amendment to the Map or to 
any provision of this Declaration which hae or may have the 
effect of diminishing or impairing any right, power, authority. 
privilege, protection or control given to Daolefant (in lbs 
capacity ae Declarant) horeih shall be accomplished or effective 
unless the instrument through which much amendment is purported 
Spinnaker Point a7 
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to be accomplished is consented to in writing by Declarant* 
ARTIOLE XXVIII 
CONSENT. IN IJIIIU OF VOTB 
In any case in which the Act or this Declaration requires 
the vote of a stated percentage of the Project'» undivided 
ownership interest for authorization or approval of a 
transaction/ such requirement may be fully satisfied by 
obtaining, with or without a meeting, consents in writing to such 
transaction from Unit Owners who collectively hold at least the 
stated percentage of undivided ownership interest* The following 
additional provisions shall govern any application of. this 
section* . 
(a) all necessary consents must be obtained prior to the 
expiration of ninety (90) days after the first consent is given 
by any owner; 
(b) any change in ownership of a Unit which occurs after 
consent has been obtained ftow the Owner having an interest 
therein shall not be considered or taken in to account for any 
purposei and 
(c) unless the .consents of all Owners having in the same 
Unit are secured,- the consent of none of shall be effective* 
ARTICLE XXIX 
DECLARANT1 S SALES PROGRAM 
notwithstanding any other provision of this Declaration 
until Declarant ceases to be a Unit Owner or the expiration of 
five (5) years after the date on which this Declaration is filed 
for record in the office of the County Recorder of the county 
where the Project is located whichever first occurs {hereinafter 
referred to as the Occurrence). Declarant shall have the* 
following rights.in furtherance of any sales, promotional, or 
other activities designed to accomplish or facilitate the sale off 
all Units owned by Deolarant. .' 
] (a) Declarant shall have the right to maintain a sales 
office an$/vor -model Units. Sudh office and/or model Units may be 
Units (at any location) owned by Declarant* 
• (b) Declarant shall hays' the right to maintain a reasonable 
number of promotional, advertising and/or directional signs, 
banners or similar davices\at any place or places or the 
Property, but any suoh device ehall be of a sise and in a 
location as. is reasonable and customary. 
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(d) Declarant shall have the right to use the Common Areas 
\and Facilities of the Project to entertain prospective purchasers 
or to otherwise facilitate Unit sales, provided said use is 
reasonable as to both time and 'manner*. 
Declarant shall have the right from tine to time to locate 
or relocate its sales offioe,.mpdel units, and/or signs banners 
or similar devices but in connection with each such location or 
relocation shell observe the limitations imposed by the preceding 
portion of this Article. Within a reasonable period of time after 
the happening of the Occurrence, Declarant shall have tho right 
to remove from the Project, any signs banners or similar devices 
ARTICLE XXX « 
LIMITATION ON .IMPROVEMENTS BY ASSOCIATION 
Uhtil the occurrence described in Article XXIX, neither the 
Assobiation nor the Management Committee shall without the 
written consent of Declarant make any improvement to or 
alteration in any of the Common Areas and Facilities, other than 
such repairs, replacements* or similar matters as may be 
necessary to properly maintain the common Areas as they existed 
at the time the.Declaration was recorded, 
ARTICLE XXXI 
DECLARANT'S OPTION TO .EXPAND 
This Article XXXI is deleted from the Amended Declaration* 
ARTICLE XXXII 
SEVERABILITY 
The invalidity of any one or more phrases, sentences, 
subparagraphs, paragraphs, sections or article* hereto shall not 
affect the remaining portions of this Instrument nor any part. 
thereof, and in the event that any portion or portions of this 
instrument should be invalid or should operate to render this 
instrument invalid, this instrument shall be construed as if such 
invalid phases or phrase, sentence or sentences, subparagraph or 
subparagraphs! paragraph or paragraphs* section or sections, or 
article or articled had not been inserted. . 
ARTICLE XXXIXX-
^,,
 :
 DBCIARANT«S RIGHTS ASSIGNABLE 
. All of the eights of Declarant under this Declaration may be 
assigned or.transferred either by operation of lav or through a 
voluntary conveyance, transfer or assignment* Any Mortgage 
covering all Units in th*xProjeat/ title to which is vested in 
.the Declarant, shall, at any eiven point in ti»e and whether or 
not such Mortgage does so by* its terms, automatically cover, 
encumber/ and include all of the then unexercised or then unused 
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rights, powers, authority, privileges, protections and.controls which are 
accorded to Declarant (in its capacity as Declarant herein)• 
ARTICLE XXXIV 
GENDER 
The singular,, wherever used herein, shall be construed to 
mean the plural when applicable, and the necessary grammatical 
changes required to make the provisions hereof apply either to 
corporations or individuals, male or female, shall in all cases 
be assumed as though in each case fully expressed. 
ARTICLE XXXV 
WAIVERS 
No provision contained in this Declaration shall be deemed 
to have'been waived by. reason of any failure to enforce.it, 
irrespective of the number of violation's which may occur. 
ARTICLE XXXVI 
TOPICAL HEADINGS 
The topical headings contained in this Declaration are for 
convenience only, and do not define, limit or construe the 
contents of the Declaration. 
» 
ARTICLE XXXVII 
EFFECTIVE DATE 
This Declaration shall take-effect upon recording. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned has executed this 
Declaration this JZ^ L* day of A-tsa^i- 2001. 
son 
Cathy o. Anderson 
d A^d^UXrvx^ 
SUBS(!!RIBJ?D and sworn to before me a notary publia by Don Jay 
Anderson, and Cathy o. Anderson who acknowledged to me that they 
executed the within instrument 
* 1 Ho 
\1 
X .ftV 
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GARDEN CITY APPROVAL 
GARDEN CITY, a body corporate and politic, and the City in 
which SPINNAKER POINT project is located, by and through its duly 
elected Mayor, does hereby give final approval to the said 
projectv to the foregoing Declaration, to the Record of Survey 
Map recorded concurrently herewith,. 
DATED thisffi^-day of QU/SISL?^ , 2001, 
GARDEN CITY: 
By kS^A^^V lA^ ^W/fyv^^^-rsss^. 
Garden City Mayor 
. CitV Reco: 
V
^-J 
*N 
\ 
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EXHIBIT "A" 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION O? THE PROPERTY 
Property located in Rich county, State of Utah, more particularly described as follows: 
/WVvkoT P?»*t f ty^- COMMENCING AT THE BRASS CAP MONUMENT FOUND AT THE WEST 
QUARTER CORNER OF SECTION 16, TOWNSHIP 14 NORTH, RANGE 5 EAST, 
OF THE SALT LAKE BASE AND MERIDIAN AND RUNNING THENCE 
SOO'01'OI'W 1713.24 FEET:ALONG THE WEST UNE OF SAID SECTION UNE; 
THENCE S89'57'18"£ 1876.96 FEET TO A POS" IN THE EAST RIGHT OF 
WAY LINE OF U.S. HIGHWAY 89; THENCE RUNNING NORTHWESTERLY ALONG 
SAID RIGHT OF WAY UNE 112.96 FEET ALONG THE ARC OF A 1005.37. • 
FOOT RADIUS CURVE TO THE LEFT THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 
06"26'15~; THENCE N59'46'30UE 414.93 FEET T6 THE MEANDER UNE OF 
BEAR LAKE; THENCE S35r46'10"E ALONG' MEANDER UNE 21433 FEET; 
THENCE S25'26'59"E ALONG MEANDER UNE 72.46 FEET; THENCE 
S8V13'32"W 474.32 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINING; CONSISTING OF 5 
LOTS CONTAING 1.98 TOTAL ACRES. 
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EXHIBIT "B" 
BYLAWS 0* SPJNNAXER POINT 
1 
IDENTITY 
These are the Bylaws of SPINNAKER POINT/ duly made and 
provided for in accordance with the Utah Code Annotated w 
amended. Any term used herein which la defined in the Declaration 
to which these Bylaws are.appended shall hava the meaning 
ascribed therein t 
• i 
' . 1 1 
APPLICATION 
All present or future owners, tenants or any other person 
who wight use the facilities of SPINNAKER POINT in any manner are 
subject to the regulations set forth in these Bylaws* The mere 
a acquisition or rental of any pf the Units or parts thereof, or 
the sere act of occupancy or use of any of said Unite or part 
thereof or the common Areas and facilities will signify that 
these Bylaws are accepted, ratified, and will be complied with by 
said person* 
. • '. Ill . ' 
" ADMINISTRATION OP THE PR0JBCT 
1. Place of Meeting. Meetings of the unit Owners shall.be 
held at ouch place within the state of Utah as the Management. 
Committee may specify in the notice, except as herein otherwise 
.specified* 
2. Annual Meetings. The first annual meeting, of the Unit 
Owners shall be held at the Project on-the date and time as set 
by the Declarant, Thereafter, the annual meetings shall be held 
on such day of each succeeding year, provided however, that When-
ever suoh date.falls,on a legal holiday, the meeting ahall be 
held on the next succeeding business day, and further provided 
that the Management committee may by resolution fix the date of 
the annual meeting on such date or at such other plac» as the 
MaJiagewertt. Committee may deem appropriate. 
.3. Special"Meetings. Special meetings of the Association of 
Unit Owners may be called at any time by the Management Committee 
dr. by Unit Owners who collectively hold at least thirty percent 
(301) of the total vote>Notice of said meetings shall be 
delivered not ISBS than te$ (10) days prior to the date fixed for 
said meeting. Such meeting shall be held or the Project or suoh 
other place as the Management committee may specify and the 
notice thereof shall state the date, time and matters to be 
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considered. 
4* notices. Any notice permitted or required to be 
delivered as provided herein nay be delivered either personally 
or by certified or registered Mil;. If delivery is by mail, it 
shall* be deemed to hav<* bean delivered eeventy-tvo (72) hours 
after.a copy.of the same has been deposited in the United States 
Mail, .postage prepaid, addressed to the Unit Owner concerned. 
5, Quorum. At the meeting of the Unit Owners, the 
owners of more than fifty percent (50%) in the aggregate of 
interest in the undivided ownership of the Common Areas and 
Facilities shall constitute a quorum fqr any and all purposes, 
except in situations in which express provisions require a 
greater vote in which event a quorum shall be the percentage to 
interest requited for ouch vote* In the absence of a quorum inv 
person or by proxy, the meeting shall be adjourned for twenty-
four (24) hours, at which time it shali reconvene and any number 
of Unit owners present at such Subsequent meeting, in parson or 
by proxy, shall constitute a quorum. At any ouch adjourned 
seating held as set forth above, any business may be transaoted 
which might have been transacted at the meeting as originally 
noticed. •• 
6» Voting. When a quorum is. present at any westing, 
the vote of the unit ownere representing more thin fifty percent . 
(50%) of the undivided interest' present at the .meeting either in 
person or represented by proxy, shall decide any question of 
business brought before suoh. meeting, including the election to 
the Management Committee, unless.the question is one upon which, 
by express provision of the Declaration or these bylaws, a 
greater vote is required, in which case suah express provision 
shall govern and control the decision of such question. All 
votes may be oast either in person or by proxy. Ail proxies 
shall be in writing, and must be of reoord with the secretary at 
least two (2) days prior to the meeting at which they ar* used, • 
7. Waivers of Notice* Any unit Owjier may at any time 
waive any notice required to be given under these Bylaws, or by 
statute or otherwise.' The presence of a. Unit Owner in person, at 
any meeting of the unit owners shall be deemed suoh waiver. 
S. trims of Meeting. All meetings shall be held at 7130 p.m. 
unless a,wnotice of such meeting is duly delivered specifying a 
different time. 
IV 
limQXMEMT COMMITTER ' 
1. Bowers • The business, property and affairs of the 
Sro^eot shall be managed and governed by the Management 
Committee* Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
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2* Election. The Management Committee shall be elected 
a0 provided in t&e Declaration. 
3. Vacancies. Vacancies on the Management Committee 
shall be filled a* provided in the Daolaration. 
4. Regular Meeting** A regular annual meeting of . 
the Management Committee ahall.be held, immediately after the. 
adjournment of each annual meeting of tha Unit Owners* Regular 
meetings, other than the annual meeting, shall or may be held at 
regular intervale at such places* and at such times as either the 
president or the Management Committee may from time to time 
designate. i 
5. Special Meetings, special meetings of the Management-
committee shall be held whenever called by the president, vice* 
president, or by two or more members. By unanimous consent of the 
Management Committee, special meetings may be held without call 
or notice at any time or place• 
6. Quorum. A quorum for the transaction of business at 
. any masting of the Management. Committee shall consist of 'a 
majority of the members of the Management Committee then in 
* office. . . 
7. compensation. Members of the Management Committee 
as such, shall not receive any stated salary or compensation 
provided that nothing herein contained shall be construed to 
preclude any member- of tha Management Committee from serving 
the Project in any other capacity and receiving compensation 
thereof 
a. Waiver of Notice * Before or at-any meeting of the 
Management Committee, any member thereof may, in writing, vaiva . 
notice of such masting and euch waiver shall be deemed equivalent 
to tha giving of such notice. Attendance by a member of t h t 
Management Committee at any meeting thereof shall be a waiver of 
notice by him of the time and place thereof. 
94 Adjournments* The Management committee may adjourn 
any masting from day to day or for such other time aa may be 
prudent or necessary, provided that no: meeting may j>ft adjourned 
for linger than thirty <30) days. 
l % H >t. , 
v 
x OFFICERS 
1. Designation and Election, The principal officers of 
the Management Committee shall be a president, a vice-president, 
and a secretary-treasurer a l l of whom shall be sleeted by and 
from the Management Committee. The Management committee may 
appoint an assistant secretary-treasurer and such other officers Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
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ai in their judgment nay be necessary or desirable. Buch election 
or appointment .shall regularly taKe plaos at the f irs t meeting of 
the Management Committee immediately following the annual meeting 
of the Unit Owners? provided, however, that election of offioers 
may be held at any other meeting of the Management Committee. 
2. Othar officers. •The Management Committee may appoint auah 
other-offleers, in addition to the officers hereinabove 
expressly named, as they shall deem necessary, who shall have 
authority to perform such duties as may be prescribed from time 
to time by the Management Committee, but membership on the 
committee shall not exceed three (3) members. 
3. Removal of Officers and Agents. All officers and 
agents shall be subject to removal, with or without causa at any 
time by the affirmative vote of the majority of the then member's 
of the Management Committee. 
4. President, tfhe president shall be the chief 
executive of the Management Committee, and shall exercise general 
supervision over i t s property and affairs• He shall sign on 
behalf of the Project a l t conveyances, mortgages and •' 
contracts of material importance to i t s business, and shall do 
and perform a l l acts and things which the Management Committee 
may require of him. Ke shall preside at a l l meetings of the unit 
Owners and the Management Committee. He shall have a l l of the 
general powers and duties which are normally vested in the office 
of the president of a. corporation, including, but not limited to 
the power to appoint committees from among the. members (or 
otherwise) from time to time as he may in hie discretion decide 
i s appropriate to assist in the conduct of affairs of the i 
Project. 
5. Vice President. The vice president shall take the place 
of the president and perform his duties whenever the president 
shall be absent or unable tp act. If neither the president nor 
the vice president ie able.to act, the!Management Committee shall 
appoint softs other member thereof to do so on an interim, basis, 
the vice president shall also perform such other duties as shall 
from time to time be prescribed by the Management Committee.. 
6* Secretary-Treasurer t The secretary-treasurer shall have 
the responsibility for the funds and securities of the Management 
Committer end shall be responsible for keeping fu l l and accurate 
accounts of a l l receipts of a l l disbursements in books belonging 
to the Management committee; He shall be responsible for the 
deposit of a l l monies and a l l other valuable effects in the name, 
and to. the credit of, the Management Committee i s such 
depositaries as may fro&xtime to time be designated by the 
Management Committee. He » a l l also keep the minutes of a l l 
meetings of the Management * Committee and of the Unit owners; have 
charge of the books and papers s the Management Committee may 
direct; and shall in general perform al l the duties incident t o 
the office of secretary-treasure. \(,| 
• " • • - v n\ ' 
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7. Compensation, Mo compensation shall be paid to th* 
officers for.their services as officers. Ho remuneration shall be 
paid to an. office* for services perforated by him for the _ 
Management committee in any other capacity, unless a r ™ * 1 ^ ™ 
authorising iruoh remuneration shall have been unanimously adopted 
by the Hanageitent Committee before the services are undertaken. 
VI 
ACCOUNTING . 
1.' Books and Accounts* The books ^ nd accounts of the 
Management Committee shall be kept under the direction of the 
treasurer and in accordance with reasonable standard* and 
accounting procedures. 
2» Report. At the close of each accounting year, the books 
and records of the Management Committee shall be reviewed by a 
person or. firm approved by the Unit Owners, until changed by the 
Management-Committee the accounting year of the Association shall 
end on December 31 of each year* Report of such review shall be 
prepared and submitted to the Unit Owners at or before the annual 
meeting of the Unit Owners. Provided/ however, that a certified 
audit by a certified public accountant approved by the Unit 
Owners shall be made if .Owners representing at least seventy-five, 
percent (75') of the undivided interest in the Common Areas and 
Facilities determine to require the same. 
3. Inspection of Books, financial reports, such as are 
required to be furnished, shall be available at the principal 
office of the Management Contmittee for inspection at reasonable 
times by any Unit Owner. 
VII i 
PROJECT RULES 
The Management Committee shall have the pover to adopt 
and establish, by resolution,* such Project management and opera-
tional rules and regulations as it may: deem necessary for the 
waintenanoe/ operation, management and control of ths Project and 
the Minaggment Committee may from time to time, by resolution, 
alter, amend and repeal such rules and regulations, unit Owners 
shall at all times obey such rules and regulations end use their 
best efforts to see that they ay« faithfully observed by thai* 
lessees and the persons^ over whom they have or may exorcise 
control or supervision,"It being clearly understood that euoh. 
rules and regulations shaal apply and be binding upon all Unit 
Owners of the Project. Provisions of the Act pertaining to the 
rules end regulations are incorporated herein by reference and 
shall be deemed a part hereof. ^ Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
V I I I 
• AMENDMENT OF THE BYIAW . 
These Bylaws may be altered or amended in the same 
manner and subject to the same conditions as apply with respect 
to amendment of the Declaration. 
IX . 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF PROJECT 
. The. Management Committee shall)'be responsible for the 
maintenance, control, operation and management of the 
Project in accordance with the provisions of the Act, the 
Declaration.under which the Condominium Project was established 
and submitted to the provisions of the Act, these bylaws and such 
rules and regulations as the Association of the Unit Owners may 
adopt from time to time as herein provided, and all agreements 
and determinations lawfully made and entered into by the 
Association of Unit owners » 
v ' . ; . . - ; x 
RULES AND BEGULATIONS 
Copies of. all rules and regulations adopted by the 
Management Committee shall be. mailed or delivered to all Unit 
Owners at least.ten (10) days prior to.the effective date 
thereof• 
XI 
INSPECTION OF PERTINENT DOCUMENTS 
The books and records of the Association, names* and 
address of officers * committee members, and Unit Owners, 
minutes of owner and committee, meetings, and other pertinent 
documents, shall be available at the. office of the Association 
for inspection*.or copying, by any Unit Owner. 
CWlAf t). frtuUA&oyd 
Secretary-Treasurer : 
v • • 
• • • . . - \ 
• . : vr 
' **•!.. 
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EXHIBIT "C» 
OWNERSHIP OF COMMON AREAS 
Percantaga of 
Let 2 Ownership of Common initial Monthly Pea 
Unit No. Areas for Lot t2 Common Area ttaint 
* 33 1/3% $100.00 
a 33 1/3% $100,00 
3' 33 1/3%. $100.00 
Lot il ia subject to the. limited common .ownership as ie set forth 
in the.Amended Flat of Sot* 1, 3, 4 and'3 
Psrcsntag* of ownership 
of £ojB52n .<?ynw?htp &£fi£& for all Lots 
Lot No, aa sat forth on the Amended Plat 
1 . 14,386% 
3 Unit 1 14.286% 
3 0hit"3 - 14.286% ; • 
a Unit 3 14.286% 
3 14.286% 
4 14.286% 
5 14.286%, 
P^ro^tage of Ownership of . 
Iimim coaasn Qwnfgihlp Ax&a* 
ai intioatid oh the Plat mp 
Lot No. fey IB&i ctfoB* hatched pattern 
1 14.266% 
3 Unit 1 14.286% 
2 Unit 2 14.286% 
2 Unit 3 14.286% 
3 14.286% ! 
4 14.286% 
8 14*286% 
. Common Ownership and Littitod Common ownership Area in i t ia l 
fee* shall W.«iB|t- by t|i# p#01i*ajrit until such time at a 
Hanagamshfc CemMtfaft i s ibrmed, than such tees shall be sat by 
the Management Commit tea. 
rh© Initial'Common Area maint«n«noa assessment for each 
unlft.mi^/^>^ft*#^R^*#:?i^W¥^ in.*4y^rj^'A^^i|mipr M: th* 
tiiti&Wif t*) »6n&i of M0t*a«djf by an ©tins* otheir i&Sfc 
Dsbiaraiit uhall b* paid et^the tima of purchase• 
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
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EXHIBIT "D". 
EXPANSION PROPER** 
- LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPERTY 
RE7EHRBD TO AS THE ADDITIONAL LAND 
IH ARTICLE XXXI HEREOF 
Property locate in Rich county, Stat© of Utah, more 
particularly described as fallcvBit 
THIS EXHIBIT DELBTBD IH THE AMENDED DECLARATION 
X 
\ 
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